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THE OLD HOME WEEK PARADE

Won First Money In Muster, Pressed By Gen. Long and Elaborate Pageant Wins Approval
Berry—Tiger In the Second Class
From Thousands of Spectators

The Jersey herd of !P. B. Sellew
Experimental activity in the pro
North New Portland, stood at the pagation of deer was announced by
top in average butterfat product the Department of Inland Fisheries
ion during the month of May. ac and Game today. Commissioner
Water from the skies and water and the large crowd of spectators
cording to the summary of herd im- George J. Stobie said that 11 ani from the hydrants were in compe found no dull moments.
I provement association records com- mals including three bucks, seven
The winners were the Niagara
tition on Park street yesterday aft
i piled by the University of Maine ex- [ does and a fawn had been released
of Brunswick in the first class and
..Jt
l tension Service.
j in game preserves where they would ernoon, where the firemen's muster the Tigers of Hallowell in the second
i Sellew. who lives in Somerset be protected the year around and events were being held. While the class. The Rockland tub, Gen.
•*
I County but tests his cows in the where their movements and reac
Berry, made a fine showing, and
•»
We hand folks over to God's •••
had it squirted five inches further
••• mercy, and show none ourselves. «. Franklin County D. H. I. associ tions could be carefully watched.
ation. had 12 cows milking during
would have won top prize in the
Raised at the Dry Mills game
—
—George Eliot
•
* | May and their average production farm the deer have been transport
first class competition.
was 51.5 pounds of butterfat. 936 ed to the Spencer Bay section of
The judges were: At the paper,
pounds of milk.
| the Moosehead Lake Wilderness. It
H A. Nickerson, Portland; C. W.
LITTLE THINGS
Twelve years ago Sellew came is hoped that they will become wild
[ Berry. Brunswick; and George
"Oh, it's just the little homely a Connecticut <^ty to iwhat was and wander into the forest to bear
Dowling. Randolph; at the tub. things
then an abandoned farm. He first J young and increase the supply.
[ Oeorge Gautier, Brunswick; and
The uncbstrusive friendly things, tested his cows nine years ago, when
[ Clayton Hall. Saco; at the pipe,
Stobie said that the deer were re
The Won't-you-let-me-help-you
he would mail samples of milk to leased in a section where feed and
Percy Dinsmore, Rockland, and
things,
county agent Gerald C. Dunn in other conditions were ideal First re
Benjamin Aldrid. Saco.
That make our pathway light.
Skowhegan. For the past four ports show that the does are rapidly j
The summary:
And it's just the jolly joking things, years he has tested in a DM as
First Class—Niagara. Brunswick,
becoming wild while the bucks con
The ‘never-mind-the-trouble'
sociation.
196 feet 3% inches; Gen. Berry,
tinue to keep close to an inhabited |
things
Rockland, 195 feet 11 inches; Baw
Highest individual production re camp and look for food and human
The Taugh-with-me-it’s-funny'
Beese. Waldoboro. 162 feet 11%
cord for the month was made by contact.
things
inches; Forest City, Portland, 162
five-year old Holstein in the herd
If the experiment proves success
That make the world seem bright.
feet 10*4 inches.
of Harold Shaw. Sanford. She pro ful it may be attempted on a large
For all the countless famous things,
Second Class—Tiger No. 4. Hallo
duced 109 pounds butterfat and 1981 scale, according to Stobie. This
The
wondrous
record-making
well, 178 feet 2% inches; Androscog
pounds of milk to raise Shaw's herd is the first time that deer propa
things.
gin, Topsham, 169 feet 5’i inches;
, average to 50.6 pounds of butterfat. gation has been officially tried in
Those never-can-be-equalled things, 11387 pounds of milk—second highNiagara No. 3, Saco. 166 feet 4*4
Maine and would be a great boost
That all the papers cite,
Fre Chief Van Russell, who had a inches; R. H. Counce. Thomaston,
[ est in the state.
for Maine hunting if it works out.
Are not like little human things.
few things to look after yesterday 165 feet 1>,« inches; Hecla, Ran
Only one other herd was in the
The every-day-encountered things.
—and did it well
dolph, 161 feet 1% inches; Ben
52-pound class and that was owned
The ‘just-because-I-like-you' things5 I
jamin E. Smith Post No. 4. Gardi
by C. W. Steadman and sons. DoverThat make us happy quite.
weather was anything but favorable, ner. 159 feet 2% inches; Massasoit,
Foxcroft. who test in the Penobscot
So here's to all the little things,
association. Average butterfat pro Boats Built At Rockland the contests were unusually close. Damariscotta, 154 feet 4% inches.
The done-and-then-forgotten
duction of this herd was a even
and Thomaston Mean
things
[50 pounds, milk 1386
Those 'O-it's-simply-nothing'
More Boats To Build
High herds in other county asthings
! sociations were as follows: AndroThat make life worth the fight.”
Indications that Maine shipyards
' —Selected , scoggin. Walter Knight: Aroostook. will receive more contracts for out, Dr. A. L. Sawyyer; Cumberland.
of-State fish boat construction are
;Dr. George Meylan;
Hancock,
seen by the Maine Development
Henry Nichols: Kennebeck. Charles
NEW YORK LIFE
Commission. Outstanding perfor
Barker: Knox-Lincoln. Arthur Hall;
INSURANCE CO.
mance of several recently launched
[Oxford. Frankk Plummer: Somerset.
T. R. McPHAIL
1 A L. Oliver; Waldo. Edwin Greeley craft has started a new wave of,
Special Agent
ANNUITIES.
LIFE INSURANCE
Thirty-six cows in the state pro enthusiasm among big fleet owners
THOMASTON, TEL 11-13
! for Maine-built boats it was learned.
76*85 duced more than 70 pounds of but
A notable example is a pair of
terfat in May and 12 of them were
j oyster boats launched at Thomaston
jin Harold Shaw's herd.
' for the Bluepoints Company Inc., [

I

American Legion Drum Corps
representing Alden M. Gayton Post
of Auburn.
Waldoboro Garage Co. towing the
handtub Baw Beese.
Tiger Engine Company with
By tbe Roving Reporter
handtub Tiger, 102 years old.
Woman's Drum Corps represent
ing James F. Williams Post of Ban
The pants factory fire on Park
gor, followed by a company of fine street had a keen interest for Ralph
looking men.
Doherty, as he used to ibe an in
Massasoit Engine Company of | structor when the upper part of
Damariscotta, with hand-tub Mas- I the building was a skating rink.
sasoit. An old stager in local mus- ' Ralph was working in Bos
. ters.
ton as a street railway motorman,
Saco Engine Company, with '
when the fire occurred, and in pass
I hand-tub Niagara.
ing the Boston Globe office saw
Dover-Foxcroft
Boys’
Band. I
somebody putting up a bulletin
[ which attracted the favorable atabout the fire. Forgetting every
[ tention which this paper predicted.
thing else he brought his car to a
But it should be explained that
standstill and remained there until
the band had only about half the
the bulletin was complete.
membership it presented at the
American legion State Convention
With the yachting season again
in Waterville.
on the calendar, there may come
Randolph Engine Company with
memory of the Robador, palatial
the hand-tub Hecla.
craft of the late Robert Law. seen
Androscoggin Engine Company
often in nearby waters. This float
with hand-tub.
ing beauty has been preserved by its
Benjamin E. Smith Past of Gar
once-captain, Ralph Berry of Rock
diner.
port, tn the form of a picture in
R. H. Counce Engine Company of
wool framed by knotted string..
Thomaston with hand-tub.
Capt. Berry who is a needlework
Richfield Motor Car. with an
craftsman as well as a master mar
nouncers.
iner, has reproduced every least de
Col. Ralph W. Brown, whose skill as
Adding color to the line of march
a grand marshal, was again dis were the floats. Imported Chinese tail even to drifting clouds and
mackerel sky. The original, alas,
played
porch furniture bedecked the Ston
has sunk to the dregs of yachtdom
ington Furniture Co., with Priscilla
cool for the marchers and com Staples, Charlotte Staples and and is utilized as a dlne-and-dance
emporium ln the South—perhaps
fortable for the spectators.
Misses Fish and Patterson reclining
Getting away a parade of such in the chairs, and Judy Campbell a commercially prosperous invest
dimensions on the advertised hour and her little dog looking down at ment but certainly a headache and
is something that can't be done as thc spectators from a chair in the a heartache to those who fondly re
call it as queen of the waves.
the English say, but to the everlast bow Patriotica'ly drewed in red.
ing credit of Grand Marshal Ralph white and blue, the Bur-)“o Furni
Charles Maxey, meter man for
W. Brown and Chief of Staff Austin ture Co. had Miss Virginia Post and
the Central Maine Power Com
P. Brewer the head of the Mtss Baum displaying a sparkling
pany broke one of his ankles in
column was seen coming un by white range.
American Legion early boyhood and it never re
the Berry engine house only about Auxiliary showed a scene represent
ceived surgical treatment, because
20 minutes late. Assisting the above ing "Flanders Field, tire gieen
the full nature of the injury was
General Foods Oyster Company sub
officials were the following aides— foundation molded into a grave,
sidiary. last spring, according to
not suspected. In spite of this han
Daniel A Noonan, Capt. Harrison P. covered with poppies, and made a
Commission officials. In reporting
dicap Maxey has averaged 300 miles
MacAlman, Capt. Leslie B. Dyer, striking picture, with a white crass
on the performance of the craft.
of walking, each month for 27 years,
| Vice President Paul O Mercer stated 1
Capt. Chester Slader and Lieut. N.: standing guard. The Townsend
and if you figure that up you will
that “from the standpoint of fine i
Cook Sholes. The parade officials
see that he has been a“rlght smart
materials and good workmanship. '
were mounted, and managed their
spell.” At night he is never too
these new boats are probably the The Gen. Berry, still very much in the game, larked only a few inches
steeds most creditably.
best bhilt oyster draggers in the
of winning
tired to play with his pet dog.
Main street was as free from traf
business today."
which he has taught 74 tricks, and
Mr. Mercer said that his entire
fic as if it had been swept by a
which Is much more human than
organization was enthusiastic about
broom, the broom in this instance
some beings. Try to buy that dog.
WON THE “ClIEVIE’’
the vessels and that this enthusiasm
being the alert members of the lo
Try It.
was shared by a group of several
cal
police force, and George I Shaw
hundred oystermen who carefully
Erection of Steel Work To
Carl Olsen of St. Oeorge is
of
the
State
Police
Force,
who
in
inspected the boats at a recent con
Cats are getting an unusual
prebably the happiest man in
Begin At Once — An his safety car patrolled the street
vention in Providence.
share of attention these days, and
Knox County as a result of
Captains Carl Sebree of East
constantly, making a courteous re
not all of them are black cats.
Office In Rockland
Rockland's Old Home Week for
Providence and Jake Nichols of
quest to have the cars removed
A Bas-ton newspaper editorial re
hc
won
the
free
Chevrolet,
thc
Westport. L. I. have volunteered
Preparations are being made by lrom *ke parade route.
cently said, under the caption "Wise
that they have never handled boats
week’s major prize.
the Phoenix Bridge Co. to begin j 11 was a pity that somebody ,
j Cats:"
which dredged so fast and so easily
I and the Commission believes that
"In Its efforts to protect people
work soon on
on the erection of the hadn,t thought to have Placardfi in
such endorsements can only mean
I the parade advising strangers in
and animals from gas attacks in
THE AUTOISTS PRAYER
steel
work
of
the
Deer
Isle-Sedgmore business for Maine.
[ the city as to the afternoon events
the event of war. England has gone
I Several fish draggers launched
wick bridge. Six carloads of struct —notably the muster on Park street
to great extremes. Not only are
[ during the past year from Rockland. Give me a steady hand ana watch
ural steel were shipped from the and the drum corps ' contests at
gas masks being made for adults
Thomaston and Bath are highliners
ful eye.
Phoenixville
plant of th;s company Community Park. Everybody was
and children—even the tiniest in
j of the Boston and New York fleets. That no man may be hurt when I
! it was said.—By Dick Reed of Maine
June
17,
by
rail
to
Rockland.
At
asking.
It
is
hoped
that
this
short|
fants—but horses, dogs. caws, etc.,
pass by.
Development Commission
this point the steel will be trans- I coming will not happen on another
are to be equipped with them. But
Thou gavest life; I pray no act of ferred to barges. Representatives of public occasion.
the Royal Society for the Preven
mine
As noted by The Courier-Gazette
tion of Cruety to Animals stepped
the company have established an
Austin P. Brewer, chief of staff
[ May tak“ away or mar that gift of ogjce jn Rockland, and are erecting reporter the following organizations
in when the suggestion was made
Thine.
were in lino:
that
cats also be provided with gas
a
lighter
derrick
for
the
erection
of
Introduced By Old Bontuit Shelter those, dear Lord, who bear
Club float spoke for "security and
Rockland and Belfast bands,
masks. The Society asserted that
the steel-work for the bridge
prosperity
for
America,"
and
was
me company.
Orchestra Played At the
the cats are well able to take care
The contract of Merritt-Chapman massed with 50 pieces ,a splendid
From evils of fire and all calamity & Scott for the substructure is organization turnlshing most in given a good hand along the street. of themselves without gas masks.
Graduations Since
Cars decorated in gay streameis
spiring music.
Teach me to use my car for others’ more than 70 percent, completed,
were J A. Jameson Co., the Lions It reported that owners of felines
Squad ifrom USS Cayuga.
Tire “Flag of Victory March'
and they have assured the Phoenix
need,
Club 1n yellow and purple. Perry's during the World war days had ob
Automobiles containing vieteran
played at the recent graduation of nor eVer miss through love of speed Bridge Co., that the main piers will
Markets, Perry's Coal and Richfield served that during air raids the
R. H S. was first introduced by the ; n,e beauties of Thy world, that be ready for the erection of the Rockland firemen, with a placard
Rocket car. From the Sea View cats were the first to dive for the
Bontuit Orchestra, when it fur- ‘
structural steel towers on or before announcing the oldest, Georg; F. Garage came a rattletrap, with cellar and were generally the last
way.
nished music for the graduation With joy and courtesy go on my July 20 The bridge will be of the McLaughlin, who is 76 years of age
Black at the steering wheel. Brown to come out. It was a novel obser
exercises of the class of 1909, in
suspension type with a span be- and who would answer alarms today adding to the power by pushing vation, indeed."
thus I may
Farwell Opera House. Since that
tween the two main towers of 1080 1 if he were physically capable. He
time it has been the "graduation
from the fender with his cane, and
arose from a sick bed so as to be
Some folks are inclined to look
feet.
mareh" each consecutive year.
Steeves on the other fender holding
Tlie Bontuit Orchestra was or
The foundation work has been with his brother firefighters of for her down. Their faces were blacker upon railroads as "soul-less cor
prepare FOR
ganized by Cecil S. .Copping, who
completed on the Sedgwick end. and mer years, and who received a than the ace of spades, and they got porations. Have you ever seen »hat
was first violinist and conductor,
the two main deep-water piers are friendly greeting all along the line. a laugh from the crowd all the way. striking map Lesued by the Com
i The personnel consisted of Mrs
Sons of American Legion Drum
now above water.
Leola F Noyes, pianist. Hiram
Nobody knows the amount of mittee on Public Relations of the
Burns, first cornet; Ralph Fitch,
The foundation work on the Deer Corps from Guilford. Hardly more work put into the parade except Eastern Railroads. In case you
second cornet; Amory Allen, first
Isle end. which is being carried on than children were some of these thase who served on the committee have not, here is where the freight
clarinet; Raymond Kittredge, sec
by Ellis C. Snodgrass Co., sub-con musicians, but they marched and of arrangements, which comprised rates and passenger fares go: Out
ond clarinet; ’Bert” Smith, trom
tractor, is being expedited by a played like veterans. Incidentally Donald L Kelsey, Augustus Hunt- of thc pross revenue of an entire
bone; Joseph Emery, drums and
large crew who are transporting this was the first unit to arrive yes ley, John M. Pomeroy, Gerald ) year it took t.hc receipts of 157 days
traps, and the late William (Nick)
be governedm > employment
I Marston, bass viol.
J concreting materials and erecting terday morning.
training.
depend upon
Margeson, Charles W. Morton and for wages, 21 days for locomotive
It was a very popular outfit, play
rapid P'on’o’'c°<1“ onal pi.paraRockland Fire Department, with
a concrete-mixing plant adjacent
Edgar
L. Newhall. They deserve the fuel, 55 days fcr material and sup
ing for all the leading social events
,h0'0M9ake Burdett training your
to these foundations. The excava the handtub Gen. Berry and modern public's thanks.
plies. 31 days for all other operating
”°n tJvment ineurance.
of thc time, weddings, receptions,
employ®®0’
bete recog____________
expenses. 29 days for taxes, 67 days
tion has been completed for the apparatus.
ins* dilations. banquets and dances,
.En’p OhVee'practifcal value ol
Camden Fire Department jwith
constituting their engagements with
three end piers to a depth of ap
nix® tn®
atade training.
The Medomak boys camp in I for lntereet and rents (fixed
a week of concerts at the annual
Burdett
ready to
proximately 15 feet below mean its modern apparatus and widely Washington opened last week, with charges! leaving five days for divlBurdett 9,ad J,ib|e positron®.
Food Fair and afternoon and eve
known first aid truck.
w'h.
’
n'a
’
you
P
ng
»«
or
woman
tide elevation.
Frank E. Poland as proprietor and (lends It also required the equivaning programs at the Fuller-Cobb
ent of 10 days of gross receipts for
Rockport Fire Department, with
The coffer-dam. 225 feet long. 90
Store during Christmas week.
»V,d'coS'.T.r'p®--el
cxecutive. Indications point to an
.additional dividend payments.
apparatus.
Rehearsals, which the members
feet
wide
and
16
feet
high,
was
built
other highly successful season.
Der"and‘'two year cours.® ««
attended religiously, were held at
Thomaston Fire Department, with
around the Deer Isle piers, and is
One and tw Y Busine«g Adregular intervals and keen enjoy
---------------—
1 Noting the request for stage coach
men
Accounting. Execukept under water at all times. Form apparatus.
ment derived from work on popular
rninistration
secretarial and
YOUR
FAVORITE
FOEM
recollections Mrs. Ralph Feyler reWaldoboro
Fire
Department,
with
work for the anchorage will start
and classic selections, overtures or
tive's
ubiect., Pr.vr-------members hearing her parents, Capt.
other boXciOl “taieng not reapparatus.
"what have you." An interesting
'
the
latter
part
of
this
week
All
OUS commercial.
If I had my life to live again I would ;
d Mrs R H Thorndike tell how
quired lor entrance.
display of loyalty, was an incident
Lincolnville
Fire
Department
have made a rule to read some poetry
work on the bridge is progressing
concerning Ralph Fitch, who had
Write lor catalog.
and
iiRten
to
some
music
at
least
they
made their wedding journey
as scheduled. The expected date with apparatus,
156 Sluart St. Barton. Mom.
moved to Waldoboro, and walked
•CharYes^Darwm
j
from
Freeport
to Rockland in that
Car
containing
Judges.
Is a loss of happiness
of completion is April 25, 1939
over roads drifted with snow to at
Lynn ®'an^an, Mass.
manner
Portland
Veteran
Firemen
Asso

tend a Sunday rehearsal preceding
State Highway officials have visi
74 Mt. Vernon St.. Y
AT NOON
a Food Fair. The members are now
ted the project and are making ciation’s Auxiliary.
A
railroad
station,
with Its cattle pens
ambitious crimson rambler
scattered to “the four corners,"
Portland VT A. company with Fourteen houses, and some frouzy hens,
i-»preparations for building the ap
Cecil Copping being in California
Discouraged
dogs,
in
a
patch
of
shade,
followed
the window cords into
hand-tub
Forest
City.
proaches
in
Sedgwick
and
Deer
Isle.
where he is arranging and compos
Half-starved steers, ln the drought- ,hp home of Mrs Augustus Dolliver
Niagara Engine Company of
burned sage
ing music for the different cinema
at Owls Head last summer, and
Lizards
ln the sand so dry.
Brunswick with hand-tub Niagara. Soaring darting
studios: Hiram Burns making his
buzzards In a brazen sky
home in Newport. R. I. and several
This company had nearly 100 white- Purple foothills, with the heat a-qulver this season has spread so that It
white highway, like a dusty fills the entire ba.v window on the
others in distant cities, but the
shirted firemen in line, and they A long
river.
members and the many who en
In a wide hot valley of dust and sand. inside. It is a sight worth travel
marched
with
a
precision
that
was
joyed their music, will long remem
A desert village. In a desert land
ing a long distance to see.
verv commendable
Will T Thornton
ber the “Bon-tu-it Orchestra ”
Rockland's best parade in many
years was the unanimous verdict of
the big crowd which saw the Old
Home Week pageant on the fore
noon of Fourth of July. The treach
erous clouds which had floated over
the city the entire forenoon let fall
a very light rain just as tne parade
was about half over, but the condi
tions otherwise were almost ideal—

Give Good Results

AT YOUR SERVICE
OUR REPAIR DEPARTMENT
No Job Too Large
No Job Too Small

LEIGHTON’S
JEWELER,

ROCKLAND

YACHT CLUB!
An important meeting of Com
munity Yacht Club members is
railed for 7.30 Friday night at the
Club House.
80*lt

Deer Isle Bridge

e/te knot

z/TIED
ONE

The best way to
insure getting de

O •
ug

Za
o*

pendable

insur

ance is to buy it

from an agency
selling just that.

as

91

8
X

hears of forehanded young mod
erns who have the wed
ding invitations ordered
before the gentleman has
“popped the question.”
We frown upon this prac
tice! But they should'be
ordered early—and the
order should specify “en
grave upon Linweave
Wedding Papers." For
they are ultra-correct The
rich vellum-like texture
of Linweave speaks elo
quently of the taste of the
bride-to-be.
The Courior-Gazett*

fJlATQ.—,
WKlim N4i PA PEHN

STANLEY’S FILLING STATION
c
I am now able K> care for all my customers at
my new location, 245 Main St. Plenty of parking
space, complete service. I am no longer connect
ed with the station corner Main and Winter Sts.

ALDEN A. STANLEY
rROP. STANLEY’S GARAGE AND FILLING STATION
80*lt

OUR APPRECIATION
On behalf of the Rockland Old Home
Week Association, Winslow-Holbrook Post,
A. L.. and the Rockland Fire Department,

we wish to express our deep appreciation of
the aid given by merchants, citizens, organi

zations, and all who aided in making Old

Home Week a success.

Donald L. Kelsey,
Van E. Russell.

“The Black Cat”

1

“Flag Of Victory”

Success in

Business

BURDETT
COLLEGE

READ THE ADS

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TllWES-A-WFEK

So fight I. not as one that beateth
the air. 1 Cor. 9: 26.

Noting Queer Names
One, Advertising An Eat
ing Place, Proved a TwoEdged Sword
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Mrs. Erie Gray Robinson of the
class of '83 Kent's Hill Seminary,
spent two months in Florida last
winter and while she had a delight
ful time she wrote “I will be glad
to have a good drink of water when i
I reach North Anson. Maine.
I was in Liberty Sunday and
stopped at a filling station owned
by the people of Dell Dale Farm
near Georges Lake.. There was a
restaurant connected with the sta
tion where hot dogs, soft drinks and
ale were sold. The maid who served
may have been named Hannah, and
nicknamed “Hann" as the sign over
the station read I. C. Hannan.
In a Maine town we once came to
a big banner strung high over the '
road bearing the word “Dynamite," '
We slowed down and began to look
for any signs of getting “blown up."
We rolled in for about a mile with
nothing happening. We were sort
of holding our breath and being I
glad our car was a Dodge when we
suddenly came upon another ban
ner reading "Dine-a-Mite" here An
attractive tea room popped into
view. We did not stop as the scare
had left us with no appetites.
Who ever noticed when on the
Maine Central from Waterville to
Bangor, when the conductor is an
nouncing the station, he calls out
•■Next station Burnham. Burnham,
do not leave your packages nor pa
pers. Burnham. Burnham.
Mrs. John H. Andrews
Rockport June 29.

Likes “Black Cat”
Familiar Names Figure In
the Recollections of New

Haven Woman

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 5, 1938
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OUR GRADUATES

KNOX TWILIGHT LEAGUE
An Interesting Climax Is Promised For First
Half Of the Season
This Week's Games
Tuesday—Waldoboro at Camden.
Wednesday—St. George at Rockland: Thomaston at Rockport.
The remainder of the week will
be devoted to the Amateur Baseball
Tournament, the drawings for which
are:
Thursday at 6 p. m.-nRockland
vs. Boothbay Harbor at Community
Park: and Wiscasset vs. Waldoboro
at Wiscasset.
Friday. 6 p. m.—Camden vs.
Thomaston at Community Park;
St. George drawing a bye.
Saturday, at 3 p. m —Winners of
the Rockland-Boothbay Harbor, and
Camden-Thomaston games play
in semi-finals and winner of Wiscai.:et-Waldoboro game plays St.
George.
Sunday, at 3 p. m.—Finals at
Community Park.
• • • •

,

Camden Shells
ab r bh
Wheeler, ss ........ 5 0 0
2 1
Daily, c ...........
Wadsworth, lb
1 2
Richards. If
0 2
B^jyea cf
4 0 0
Lord, 3b .......... 4 1 1
Planted. 2b ...... 4 0 2
Miller, rf ............ 4 2 1
Boynton, p ........ 4 1 2

po a
3
S
10
1

Camden
ab r bh
Wheeler, ss .6 2 2
1
Flaisted. 2b .... 4
1
Richards, If .... 5
Weed, c .......... 3
Lord. 3b.......... 5
Daily, cf ........ 5
Wadsworth, lb 4
Miller, rf........ 4
Stahl, p ........ 2
Dunbar, p ...... 2

a
3
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
1
1

e
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
0

40 9 12 14 27 7
Rockland
ab r bh tb po a
Lord, cf ...... . 4 1 112 0
Heal, ss .......... 3 2 1 2 5 0
Gardner. rf .... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Perry, 3b........ 2 2 110 2
Karl, 2b ........ 5 1 0 0 3 3
Thcmas, If .... 5 0 1110
Fd W'bach, c.. 5 0 1 2 6 2
1 0 0 0 0 1
LaCrosse. 3b
4 0 0 0 7 0
Ellis, 3b. lb .
1 0 0 0 0 0
*Fk W'Bach .
2 0 0 0 0 0
Brown, lb. rf
2 0 1110
Flanagan, rf
4 12 2 13
Pendleton, p

4

tb
2
1
1
0
2
3
1
2
2
0

po
1
3
0
10
0
4
5
4
0
0

B ENTLEY
The financial progress
of Bentley graduates is shown by the following
statistics, which are based upon personal re
ports from more than 90 per cent of the em
ployed members of the classes of 1932, 1927,
and 1922. These reports were obtained in No
vember and December, 1937.
Average Annual Earnings

e
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

Clan

•937
#1,709
2,650
4,162

Number Employed

«932 • ............................ 270(92%)
1927 . • •••••••• 15*
1922 . ............................ 106 (96%)

The two-year, intensive course is available

39 7 11 27 13 1
to high school, preparatory school, and college
Rockport.
00000000 0—0
graduates.
Canteen Shells 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 2 x—7
Supervised living accommodations for outTwo base hits, Miller. Three base
of town students.
hits, Wadsworth.
Struck out. by
Boynton 3. by White 3. Base on
A catalog will be sent upon request.
balls, off White 5, off Boynton 3
Hit by pitcher, by White (Boynton).
THE BENTLEY SCHOOL
38 7 8 10 27 10 4
Doublo plays, Boynton to Plaisted
• Frank Winchenbach batted for
OF ^COUNTING ©• FINANCE
to Wadsworth: Wheeler to Plaisted
to Wadsworth; Belyea to Daily; Ellis in the ninth.
921 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass.
Camden,
0 0 3 0 0 1 1 2 2—9 j
Plaisted to Wheeler to Wadsworth;
00300020 2—7
H. C. Bentley, C.P.A., ‘President
Dondis to M. Starr; Woodward to Rockland,
Two base hits. Heal, Fred Win- ;
Turner. Umpires, Graffam and
chenbach. Three base hit. Daily. [
Maynard.
• • • •
Base on balls, off Stahl 4. off Dun
Some recent scores: Sunday, at bar 1, off Pendleton 5. Struck out, dleton 8. Double play, Wheeler, hit, Stahl. Umpires. Mosher and
Waldoboro, St. George 3, Waldo by Stahl 8, by Dunbar 1. by Pen- plaisted and Wadsworth. Sacrifice Maynard. Scorer, Winslow.
boro 2; yesterday (forenoon), at
Thomaston, Thomaston 6, Rockland
1; at Camden, Camden 7, Rock
port Q^at Waldoboro. St. George 10,
Waldoboro 1; afternoon, at Rock
port. Rockland 4. Rockport 0.

Thomaston 10, Rockland 3
Condon was on the mound for
Thomaston at Community Park
Sunday and about the only ac
quaintance the Rockland batters
had with him was in the last inn
ing when the game had become a
• • a •
hopeless loss for them. It was one
Rockport 5. Waldoboro 4
of the best games “Condy” has
Rockport nosed out Waldoboro
pitched since the present ieague
last Tuesday night by a 5-4 count,
was formed. Brown proved an easy although outhit 9-4. Gross, Rocktarget for the visitors, and while j port hurler, kept them well scatGray worked better, the slaughter i tered. except for the third inning,
did not end when the change was j in which Waldoboro combined three
I made. A bright spot on the Rock-I hits, a fielder’s choice and one error
land side of the house was the ex- 1 to score three runs. Holding a 3-0
cellent fielding by Perry
Glover 1 lead going into the last of the sev.
starred
for
Thomaston.
Bohndell
enth, Waldoboro ran into tough
(Top to Bottom)
was the day s most consistent hit- luck, both in the field and on the
Stanley Prescott
ter. The score:
mound, as Rockport took advantage
Ralph Rawley
Thomaston
of four Waldoboro errors, together
Ruth Rhodes
with two hits and two passes to
ab r bh po a
Virginia Richards
score five runs and put the game
Gay. ss ................ 4 1111
Gordon Richardson
on ice. French and McLain starred
Felt, 3b .............. 4 3 10 3
at the bat for the losers, while
Bohndell, If ...... 5 13 0 0
fielding gems were turned in by
Robinson, cf ..... 5 0 0
1 1
Woodward and E. Crockett, Rock
Jealous, c ............ 5 0 0 9 0
port outfielders. Fournier finished
Bucklin, rf .......... 3 2 12 0
Lane, Mrs. Edith Vinal. Mrs. H. W.
up in the box for the home team.
Glover, 2b............ 5 0 2 3 2
Fifield. Miss Helen Orcutt and Miss
Rockport
Woodcock, lb ..... 4 119 0
Carolyn Calderwccd.
ab r bh po a e
Condon, p .......... 4 2 2
0 3
Mrs. Herbert Cassie of Quincv.
Woodward, If ..... 4 0 0 4 1 1
Mass., arrived Saturday.
Collamore. ss ....... 3 0 0 1 1 1
39 10 11 25 10
G. Starr, 2b......... 3 1 0 4 2 1
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Thomas of
Rockland
Miller, 3b ............ 4 112
3 1
Cambridge. Mass., passed the holi
ab r bh po a
day with Mrs. Carrie Thomas.
Lord, cf ....... ........ 4 0 0 0 0 0 E. Crockett, cf..... 2 115 10
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Smith of Au Heald, ss ............ 4 0 11 2 1 Turner, c ............ 3 1 0 3 2 0
gusta were in town over the holiday Winchenbach, c.. 3 1 1 7 2 0 Graffam, lb ........ 2 0 1 2 0 0
to visit Mr. and Mrs. Oscar C. Karl. 2b .............. 4 2 2 2 1 1 •M. Starr, lb....... 1115 0 0
Lane.
Flanegan. lb ..... 4 1 1 11 0 0 K. Crockett, rf .... 3 0 0 0 0 0
Gross, p .............. 2 0 0 0 0 0
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Brown of Perry. 3b ............ 4 0 2 1
tFournier, p ....... 10 0 1 10
Boston are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Pendleton, If ..... 4 0 1

(Top to Bottom)
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:— ,
While reading The Black Cat in [
Clarence Peterson
the June 23 issue. I was interested
Madeline Philbrick
in the article headed "Places I
Joan Philbrook
miss.”
I too remember Pat McAuliffe
Beatrice Pinkham
who was a frequent customer at
Ieona Powers
Perkins Restaurant where I was
employed as a waitress. I recall |
particularly the regular customers
Bert Sleeper. Fessenden Miller. |
George Gilchrist and others. The
proprietor was James Welch. Also
connected with restaurant business J
VINAL HAVEN
was James Carver.
It is with great pleasure I turn ] David Hall came Sunday from
to Tire Black Cat column for de
New Jersey and will visit relatives
tailed gossip of the old town.
Here is an epitaph I found in a in town.
Mattie Ingerson. who has been
cemetery in Winslow. Me:
Here lies the body of
teaching in Pearl River, N. Y., is
I
Richard Thomas
home for the summer vacation.
An Englishman by birth
Walter Smith and friend of WhitA Whig of 76
j insville. Mass., are guests of his
By occupation a cooper
Now food for worms
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Langtry
Like an old rumpuncheon. marked, Smith.
numbered, and shooked
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Webster.
He will be raised again and finished
! daughter Barbara and son Lloyd
by his creator
He died Sept. 28. 1824 age 76
arrived Saturday from Hopedale,
.America my adopted country
Andrew Cassie and Mr. and Mrs. LaCrcsse. rf ...... 10 0
j Mass.
28 5 4 27 11
My best advice to you is this, take
F. W'bach, rf...... 2 0 0
Alfred
Creed.
Hugh Dyer arrived Sunday from
care of your liberties
t Batted for Gross in 7th.
Brown,
p
............
10
0
Mr. and Mrs Donald Patterson
Florida to visit his mother, Mrs.
Mrs. O. G. Cuddy
Waldoboro
New Haven. Conn.. June 26.
of New York and Mr. anu Mrs. Gray, p ............... 3 0 0
Elisha Brown.
ab r bh po a
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Calderwqod Henley Garner of Portland. Ore
THOSE QUEER NAMES
34 4 8 23 13 3
Haskell,c .......... 5 0 0
90
of Wollaston, Mass., were guests ot are guests of Mr. and Mrs. I. G.
1 1 0 1 3 2 0 2 0—10
Benner,2b ........ 5 0 2
Thomaston,
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
relatives in town over the holiday. Calc!erwood.
00010000 3_ 4 McLain,cf . ....... 4 0 2
I am interested in the queer names
Mr. and Mrs. James Hassen spent Rockland,
Mrs. Stephen Gould of Washing
Two base hits, Bohndell. Kar! Crowell, ss .......... 4 11
which have been sent to The Cou ton, D. C.. is visiting her parents, the Fourth in Camden.
rier-Gazette. I am a newcomer to
3
Misses Carolyn Dyer and Eleanor Stolen bases. Bucklin, Condon. Bernhelmer, lb
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Lawry.
Thomaston but was born near this
Hanna, If ............ 3
Double
plays,
Gray,
Perry.
Flana

Mrs. Hilma Storer of Rockland is Calderwood returned Thursday from
town.
gan. Felt. Woodcock. Base on balls, Wing, p ................ 4
Years ago a man in Farmingdale guest of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar H Portland.
(
off
Brown 15, off Gray 1. off Condon French. 3b .......... 4
called himself I. B. Pitcher. In the | Bradstreet.
The Pendleton brothers and
!
2.
Struck out, by Condon 8. by Paul, rf ................ 3
Western part of Massachusetts lives
Recent arrivals at Bridgeside are friends are at Rock cottage.
|
Brown
3, by Gray 2. Umpire. Boggs .................. 1
a man who is a furniture mover. | Mrs Hattie G Smith and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Wadleigh of
His name is Goodness and the sign
'
Mosher.
Winterport
are
guests
of
Mr.
and
. van reads:
... For Goodness _
ters Lillian and Marjorie Smith
of
on ,his
_
36 4 9 24 11 4
....
Wakefield. Mass.; also Miss Blanche Mrs. Raymond MacDonald.
Sake. Move."
Camden 7, Rockport 0
t Batted for Paul in 9th.
Camping
on
Burying
Island
are
There are also odd names in Rock- E. Farrand of Haddonfield. N. Y.
Two-base hits, McLain. Base on
The Camden Shells celebrated the
land, such as I. Lawton Bray and
Dr. and Mrs. Herbert Sanborn of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Young and
Fourth
by
blanking
Rockport
in
the
balls,
off Gross 1. off Wing 3. Struck j
Parker Worrey.
1 Waterville were guests over the hoii- children annd Edward Locke of
morning game at Camden. The out, by Gross 2, by Wing 8. Sacrifice
Mrs. G. M Clark j day of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. Winterport.
Thomaston, June 29.
Robert Sprague, a recent guest at Shells had no afternoon game as hit, Hanna. Scorer. Richards. UmI W. Sanborn.
Seaside
cottage, returned Thursday the St. George grounds were half.phe. Graffam.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Koch of
A CHILD'S PLACE
submerged. Boynton had things ali, Rockport
00000050 x—5
1 East Orange. N J., are visitors at to Danforth.
j
hLs
own
way
in
the
morning
with
(
Waldoboro
...
03000010 0—4 |
What a Famous Author Has To Say the home of Mrs. Lora Hardison.
Miss Ethelyn Strickland and
On A Mcoted Subject
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Polk of Au friend of Boston were guests over excellent support. Belyea turning in
Camden 9, Rockland 7
some fine plays. Crockett's four
"Unless you do something about gusta came Friday, called by the the holiday of her mother. Mrs.
This
contest, at Community Park 1
singles and Wadsworth's singles
Alice Strickland.
it, your children are going to spend death of his father. Edward Polk.
Saturday afternoon, went even
featured
the
batting.
The
score:
most of their days and a large part ] Mr. and Mrs. Walter Black and
Miss Fiances MacArthur came
j Stephen for seven innings and with
Rockport
of their evenings on the street," Inez ' family of Augusta passed the holi Saturday to visit her sister, Mrs.
e j Pendleton pitching good ball it;
Haynes Irwin, well known author,
ab r bh po a
R. Ment Arey at Lane's Island.
says in a challenging article which day with Mr. and Mrs. Walter H.
U looked as if Manager Winchenbach's
Mrs. Lettie Brown, who has been Woodward, If .... 4 0 0 2
appears in the current issue of Ingerson.
1 boys had a good chance to chalk up
guest
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Young
Collamore,
c
.......
2
0
0
1
Ladies
of
the
G.A.R.
met
Friday.
Woman's Day Magazine.
another win.
Mrs Irwin, wife of Will Irwin the Supper was served by Mrs. Oscar at Crockett’s River, returned Friday G. Starr, cf ...... 4 0 0 2
A costly error and a pair ot
novelist, points out the physical
to Rockland.
Miller, 3b ....w..... 4 0 2 0
perils of playing on city streets,
singles
by Wheeler and Richards.
Miss Mabel Carlon of Newton, Dondis, ss ........ 4 0 0 1
but she is mainly concerned with foolish enough to expose them to
0 n i put Camden out in front by two,
it.
Mass.,
is
at
the
home
of
her
sister,
Crockett,
rf
........
4
0
4
0
the danger of idleness which streets
"And ii you turn your boys and Mrs. Owen Robcits .on a visit.
Graffam. 2b ........ 4 0/04 2 0 points in the eighth inning, while
develop in growing boys and girls.
For idleness, she writes, which at girls into the street for their fun
M.
Starr, lb ...... 4 0 0 10 j j the Pirates in their half were quickAlbert Osgood went Saturday to
first seems only to induce mere mis- | they will, each of them, soon divide Concord, N. H.
White, p .............. 3 0 10 3 0 ly disposed of by Dunbar who had j
chief, is apt to develop into serious (into two children. Theie will be one
3 q succeeded the faltering Stahl. The j
Mr. and Mrs. William West of Turner, c ............ 2 0 0 4
and dangerous impulses.
(child that you see about the house.
____
| visitors went on a batting spree in
Mrs Irwin urges parents to give discontented, sullen, secretive. And Bangor are guests of Mr. and Mrs.
0
7
24
12
2
their half of the ninth and made
their children a place at home where , there will be another child that you Harry Wilson.
j two more runs on the strength of j
they can entertain their friends, j wm never see at all. For the mosaying that if parents do not invite ment he gets onto the street he behits by Lord, Wadsworth and Mil-:
children and their friends into the 1 comes cocky, bullying, full of the
ler. And they needed that pair of |
house, they will force them into wrong kind of knowledge and showmarkers, for Camden made three
the streets.
ing it; on the wav to becoming a
errors
in the last half and Rock
“I am an ardent believer in the tough citizen if not worse.
land also scored twice.
lights of parents." Mrs. Irwin writes.
“But how can I prevent this?" you
Young Miller was one of the field
"I am also an ardent believer in the are saying to yourself.
rights of children. In the main I
ing stars in this game, his very ex
"There is only one thing you can
think children are likely to get the do—and this goes not only for you.
cusable error following four nice
best of it nowadays. But there is city-mother, but for you too, beachI running catches. “Dool" Daily ca
a stage in our lives, the period when : mother and country-mother—you
vorted around central garden 11;
we are becoming men and women—' must give your children a place in
the
style that has made him one
adolescence—which is so delicate their home where they may enterof the best Knox County outfield
and dangerous that parents should tain their friends. Remember it has
ers of all times.
sacrifice all they can to make life always been as much their home as
pleasant for these developing boys yours. In this dangerous age of adoThe star play of the game was
and girls. For in that age any form ' lescence it should be more their
Bar Lord's one-hand catch cf
of healthy diversion possible to the home than yours. In other words,
Wadsworth's long fly in the sev
city streets interests them no longer either you must invite your children
enth. The catch was made back
But there is any amount of un and their friends into the house or
hand, and brought the fans to their
healthy diversion which will thrill you will force them out of it onto
them beyond measure if you are , the streets."
feet, The score:

courtesy and individual
ownership hove brouqht
about the popularity
of NATS ON-WIDE STORES
Gef Your Preserving Supplies Early
PINTS
DOZ
I QUARTS

BALL JARS
IDEAL-regular

1

doz

PINTS
I
DOZ
ECLIPSE-wide mouth
QUARTS
DOZ
WE ALSO HAVE & ph .nd
i*l» JARS

SERVICE GROCERS

81c
yi c
89c
99c

~ JULY 5 - 9 ~
L

DUNHAM’S

J

SHREDDED

COCOANUT

GOOD LUCK

JAR RUBBERS

.

.

3 PKGS 23c

.

.

.

.

2

2

BALL

JAR RUBBERS

5c

PKG

19<

GULF

SEALING WAX

PKGS

25c

FRENCH'S
CREAM SALAD

THREE CROW

WHOLE MIX SPICE
THREE CROW

3OZ
2 CANS
___ C

MUSTARD

9c

PKG

.

CAN

25c

14c

PINT

BOSCO

GOOD HOT or COLD

,

lOrrtC

NATION-WIDE-BLUE BAG
“SERVE IT ICED"

VINEGAR

GAL

39c

QUART

CORN FLAKES

MUSTARD
‘,az9c

and (HOT DAN SPOON)

9c

.1

nation wide

40 FATHOM SALT CODFISH

.

.

SANTA CRUZ

.

.

CAMPBELL’S TOMATO JUICE

.

19c

LGE 13 OZ
PKGS

21c

CAN

25c

CAN

17C

TALL
CANS

19c

FANCY
CREAMS

CAN

33c
23c

tall oc
cans
5c

2

NATION-WIDE

WONDER-FIL
EACH PACKAGE MAKES TWO LEMON PIES

2 PKGS 17C

^•“2»»35

SHINOLA WHITE SHOE CLEANER
FLIT FLY SPRAY
FLY COILS

LB

3

FRIEND’S BROWN BREAD PLAIN
RAISIN“

SPACAO WITH JAMS.
CHEESE £TC,
CJMMm uk<
flJMNVWM/iX

23c

FOR SALADS

HATIOM-WIDE PREPARED SPAGHETTI

CREAM
LUNCL.
CMUUBI

1SOZ
JAR

VACUUM PACKED

GORTON AMD FEW FISHROYL

ROYAL ANN CHERRIES

2?a°,zs25<

KILLS ALL INSECTS

AEROXON

FLY SWATTER

cYn's 29c

4 ro«9<

.

RUBBERNECK

NATION-WIDE

BOT

SERVICE

.

9c

GROCERS

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, July 5, 1938
Deputy Marshal Walter J. Fernald
is having his annual vacation.

WARREN

WALDO THEATRE

WALDOBORO AND VICINITY

Mr. and Mrs. Christian Andersen
of Scarboro were weekend guests
MAINE'S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
of Mrs. Charles Starrett. They were
Latest news from Lincoln County towns collected by our diligent cor
callers on Charles Starrett, a pa respondents. Send Waldoboro news to Mrs. Louise Miller, telephone 27.
TUES.-WED., JULY 5-6
tient at Knox Hospital.
RITZ BROTHERS
Frank “Pat” French of Lewiston
Tony
Martin,
Slim
Summerville,
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford M. Spear
former captain of the Rockland
Marjorie Weaver
have as guests Mr. and Mrs Parker daughters Mary and Nancy spent Jchn Miller.
'938
1938 baseball team, was a visitor in the ,
Spear of Philadelphia. They were 1 Monday in Portland with Mrs.
The annual lawn party of the
city Sunday, with friends.
“KENTUCKY
accompanied by Stanley Farrington Miller's mother, Mrs Emma E Woman's Club will be held July
SUN MON TUES WED THU FRl SAT
MOONSHINE”
Members of Community Yacht
of South Hanover, Mass , who re Spear.
29 on the lawn at the home of Mrs.
also
Club are urged to attend a very im
mained for the weekend on ly.
Maude Clark Gay.
Miss
Mary
Hoyt
and
Miss
Emily
I’opeye, Pictorial, Floyd Gibbons.
Mr and Mrs. Frank McMaster
portant meeting to be held Friday
Archibald
of
Slatersville,
R.
I.,
have
Barrett
Clark
was
home
from
“Dear Old Dad”
1 night at 7.30 at the Club House.
and Lewis Fisk of Lowell. Mass.,
Cambridge. Mass., for the week been guests of Charles Howard.
THURS.-FRI.-SAT., JULY 7-8-0
end and holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Poore of New were guests Friday of Mr. and Mrs.
The whereabouts of the Samoset
Bedford,
Mass., are guests of Mrs. Elmer Wentworth.
Guests at a family dinner party
“SNOW WHITE
Hotel, sometimes a mystery to
Miss Ellie McLaughlin of Stan
Sunday at the home of Mr. and George Poore.
18
AND THE
strangers, Is now more clearly indlford,
Conn., has arrived home for
Mrs. Clifford Spear were. Mr. and
Mrs. James Taylor of Framing
| cated by the electric sign which has
SEVEN DWARFS”
Mrs. Parker Spear of Philadelphia, ham, Mass., and Mrs. Jennie Eley a summer vacation.
been erected at the corner of Cam
Miss Dorothea Waltz of Newbury
also
Stanley Farrington of South Han of NewtonviUe are visiting Miss
den street and Waldo avenue.
LAUREL AND HARDY
port is spending the summer at her
over.
Mass.,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Earl
Spear
Edna Young.
in “PERFECT DAY"
home here.
and daughter, Dorothy of Waldo
Mr. and Mrs. Thurlow Vannah
The various drum corps which
Mrs. Lawrence Nadeau of Bath
boro, Mr. and Mrs. Marshall White and daughter Phyllis of Vassalboro
figured in yesterday forenoon’s pa
was weekend and holiday guest of
and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Irving
Spear.
are guests of friends and relatives
HERBERT N. BRAZIER
rade gave exhibitions and a concert
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Osborne
“COMING
EVENTS
CAST
THEIR
Dr. A. H. St. Clair Chase passed in town.
at
Community
Parle
yesterday
aft

Welt.
SHADOWS BEFORE”
Harlan McLain went Monday to
ernoon attracting and pleasing a
Funeral services for Herbert Na' the weekend and holiday with Mrs
July 8 13 to 8 30)—Edcil Club picnic
The Homemakers will meet Thurs
Chase
at
their
summer
home,
and
|
Boston
where
he
is
visiting
his
at Mrs Eugene Sleeper's.
large crowd. The grand finale was thaniel Brazier who died at his
day night in the Methodist vestry.
July 21- Maine Municipal Association
furnished by a heavy shower.
1 Warrenton home June 29 were held returned Tuesday to Newton Center father, Harris McLain
meets at the Community building.
During the summer meetings will
July 27-Aug 7—Union -Revival meet
Miss Ramona Pillsbury of Keizer
------i Saturday afternoon from the resi- Mass. Mrs. Chase has as her guest
ings at Church of the Nazarene
be held the flrst Thursday of each
Falls was a weekend and holiday
July 27— Rockport -Baptist Ladles
Alden A. Stanley, proprietor of j dence of Mr and Mrs Porrest H for two weeks, Mrs. Georgia Rich
month.
Circle midsummer lair.
guest at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
ardson of Somerville, Mass.
• • • •
July 28—Tenants Harbor—Rebekah Stanley’s Garage and Stanley's ! _ „ . , ,. ,,, ,,
, I Brazier, 54 Waldo avenue, with
Sewing Circle lair.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Oliver of S. H. Weston.
Mrs.
Susan
E. Turner
Filling
Sthation,
254
Maui
street,
is
Aug 9—Eastern Star Field Day at
The Bookwagon, sponsored by the
Penobscot View Orange hall. Glen Cove now taking care of all customers at, many friends in attendance. Promi- Abington. Mass., passed the holiday
Mrs. Susan E. Turner, 94. widow
Aug. 10—Owls Head—Church fair at
the fine, spacious new plant. He nent among the handsome floral weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Frank Stephen Daye Press will be in town oi Dr. Thomas F. Turner, died at
Library Building
Aug. 18—Hope Grange fair at Hope no longer has any connection with offerings was a blanket of roses, Davis, and left this morning for Friday between 9 and 12 a. m. with her home on Main street Saturday
Corner.
the station at the corner of Mair | sen^
members of t^e Smith fam- Cape Breton Island, where they will a display of New England books. morning. Dr. Turner, a Civil War
visit relatives in Sidney and Gab- The Bookwagon will be located on veteran, died a year ago at the age
Merton Sumner, a Rockland boy. and Winter streets.
ily whom he had served as caretaker
Main street near Stahl’s Tavern. of 95.
garus, for the summer.
who is now employed in New York,
for the George Wairen Smith Cor
This visit is sponsored by the
saw the Louis-Schmeling fight.
Mrs. Turner was born in St. John,
Abbott
Spear
of
Chestnut
Hill,
Charles T. Smalley will be guest
poration. The bearers were Fred Mass, Ellis Spear 2d, and E. B. Woman's Club.
N. B
She had resided here 68
speaker at the Lions Club lunch
Loomis Young and family have years.
‘Canton Lafayette and Auxiliary eon tomorrow, and will give some Rice of Camden. Lewis Robinson of Githens, of Newton Centre, and
moved to the Henry Eugley house
She is survived by a nephew
will meet tomorrow night. There or the high lights of his recent trip St. George, Dr. L. M. Richardson Newton. Mass., passed the weekend
on Main street.
Eugene Perkins of Kennebunk, and
will be no supper, refreshments to to the shriner convention in Los and Nathan Hopkins of Camden with Mrs. Ellis Spear 2d.
The annual summer fair of the several grandnieces and grandbe served after the meeting.
The interment was in Sea View
Angeles, and his visit to British
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Wilson who
Susannah Wesley Society will be grandnehews.
Columbia. Those who recall his re cemetery. ,Dr. John Smith Lowe was have been visiting their daughter.
held Jul£ 21 on the Methodist lawn
Private funeral services will be
Mrs. Walter Castner in Milford,
Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W held a cent Florida lecture know the the officiating clergyman.
Mrs. Cora Nash and Herman held from the home at 2 o'clock
Mr.
Brazier
was
born
in
Friend

Mass.,
have
returned
home,
and
treat
in
store.
special meeting after yesterday's
Nash are at the Coombs summer today. Rev. O. O. Barnard will be
ship 71 years ago, son of Isaac and have as their guest for the summer,
meeting and received into member
home at Butler Point.
the officiating clergyman. InterMahala
(Jameson)
Brazier.
His
their
granddaughter,
Patricia
ship Leslie B. Dyer and N..Coo<
Down in New Orleans the other
Richard Oerry of Lewiston has menti
jn
village cemetery,
death
was
preceded
by
seven
weeks
Watts..
Sholes of Vinal Haven.
day a hospital inmate who had been
arrived in town and assumed his I
• • • .
hankering for lobster had his wish j °f illness, in which he suffered
Mr. and Mrs. George Gonia of duties as agricultural teacher in the J
Arraigned On Two Counts
Donald Morang was one of the fulfilled, thanks to the prompt ef from a complication of diseases, and Quincy, Mass., and Mrs. Inez high school. Mr. Gerry is located | Carl Simpson, Jr., of Boothbav
winners in the Soap Box Derby forts of the American Lobster during which he experienced a Creighton of Malden. Mass. are lo at the home of Mrs. William Labe, i Harbor, aged 27, was arraigned becated at the Gonia cottage at Crestaking two heats with a time of 27.5. Company, which found almost as series of paralytic shocks.
Mrs. Maude Clark Gay and j fore Judge Hurley at Wiscasset July
The deceased was prominent in
He will be in the delegation of much pleasure in filling the order
cent Beach, after being overnight daUghter. Mrs. Stanley Bailey of 1 cn two complaints of a statutory
the
Democratic
ranks
of
Knox
I
Rockland speedsters sent to Port as the invalid did in feasting upon
guests Saturday of Mr. and Mrs. P. ' Philadelphia left Monday on a mo- nature involving one Damariscotta
County, and in addition to serving | D starrett
land. He was sponsored by Rock the fresh Maine crustacean.
[ tor trip through Aroostook County child and four Waldoboro children,
as selectman and school board
land Kiwanis Club.
Mrs. Sarah Dolham, has as guest ' and parts of Canada In Presque all between the ages of 7 and 10
member in his adopted town of
Medical Examiner H. J. Weisman
for July, her sister. Mrs Agnes Hast- ' Isie Wednesday Mrs. Gay and Mrs. years. Simpson was represented by
Rockport, had been a candidate for ings of Medford Hillside. Mass.
| Bailey will be guests of honor at James B. Perkins of the law firm
A benefit dance will be held at was called Sunday afternoon to ex.t t , ._ .
Representative to Legislature.
amine
the
body
of
Peter
Krona
who
|
Community Building the night of
Miss Grace Lawrence, district a meeting of the first district of of Perkins & Perkins of Boothbay
He was made a Mason in St.
July 11 to aid a very well known had died suddenly while out fishing
health nurse went Monday to as the Maine Federation of Woman's Harbor
Paul's Lodge of Rockport and had
citizen who is in dire straights. at Matinicus. Death by natural
sume her duties In Dover-Foxcroft. Clubs.
Simpson pleaded not guilty but
attained the 32d degree. He was a
Fred M. Blackington is promoting causes, due to heart disease, was the
where she has been transferred.
George Poore is a patient at Knox was found guilty by Judge Hurley
member of Penobscot View Grange
the affair and will be pleased to verdict. The deceased was a resi
Hospital.
and sentenced to one month in Ken
and a past master of Limerock Val She was guest of honor at a farewell
dent
of
Stoughton,
Mass.,
and
76
impart the details and, incidentally
Everett Achorn of Worcester. nebec County jail and costs, on the
party
held
Friday
at
the
home
of
ley Pomona Grange. He was also a
years of age. He had gone to Masell a ticket.
Mrs. P D. Starrett, and was pre Mass, was weekend and holiday flrst complaint and six months in
member of Arcana Lodge K of P.
. tinicus with his son Rudolph for
in Thomaston and Knox Lodge of sented a chomium tea set by the guest of his parents, Mr and Mrs i jail and costs of $30 10 on the secgroup. Present were Mrs. Starrett. Alvah Achorn.
ond complaint. An appeal was enRev. E. O. Kenyon. Grant Davis I the holiday vacation.
Odd Fellows in Rockland.
Miss Mona Jones of Boston is | tered and bonds of $1000 furnished.
Christy Adams. Vesper Haskell and
He was most faithful and effi Miss Lawrence, Mrs. Edna Nash,
One of his hands fast caught be
Mrs. Everett Cunningham, Mrs.
George Huntley, have returned from
cient in the discharge of his duties
Brunswick, where they were in at tween closed windows Dr. Dana S. and kindly traits brought him many | Flora Peabody, and Miss Edna F son of Waldoboro. Summer visitors noon of Rodney Schroyer. also of
tendance at the Bowdoin summer Newman, dentist at the corner of friends. He is survived by his wife Boggs,
are invited.
Washington, D. C. at the Little
conference, given by the Episcopal Main and Winter streets, appealed who was Clara Ewell; a daughter.
Mrs. Abbott Spear of Chestnut
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence B. Tolman church Around the Corner in New
Diocese of Maine. Thursday was j in vain to the holiday crowd yester Mrs. Ralph (Nutt; a son, Forrest H. Hill, Mass., who was bridesmaid at j and sons Baxter and Curtis mo- York City, at which Miss Harriet
stunt night, those going from this day forenoon, until his outcry was Brazier; and three grandchildren— the Schroyer-Stevens wedding Sat- tored Thursday with their guest, P. Stevens, aunt of the bride, is
city to witness the festivities being 1 finally heard by a stranger who Leatrice Nutt and Priscilla and Her urday night at the Little Church Mrs. Martha Anderson of Salem choir mother. Rev. Fr„ Murphy
Mrs. Abbie Folland, Mrs. Thomas ran up stairs to his assistance. When bert Brazier.
Around the Corner in New York ; Willows. Mass., and Lakewood. Ohio, officiated at the single ring ser
Foley. Miss Louise McIntosh, Albert the dentist was liberated it was
city, arrived Sunday to spend the to Prospect where they visited the vice, in the absence of the rector.
Huntley. Charles McIntosh and found that two of the fingers were
j old fort, and to Bar Harbor. They Dr. Randolph Ray.
On a card in a church in the city summer.
quite badly crushed. The man who
Llewellyn Rogers.
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Wyllie went were also callers in Belfast on Mr
of
London
is
to
be
found
the
fol

Among the guests were Miss
went to Dr. Newman's assistance
lowing list of qualifications said to Saturday to Lake Boone. Hudson. and Mrs. George Holt who lived here Stevens, and Mrs. Mary Lockie, the
Mr. and Mrs. Laurence B. Hag- proved also to be a dentist. Dr. Nu be needed by a parson:
Mags,, where they will spend a at one time.
latter of Washington. D. C.
gett of Wiscasset are to be con gent of Portland.
week. They also will visit relatives
Funeral services for Senofla Hill,
The strength of an ox.
The bride wore ivory satin, in
gratulated on the honor won by
of Mrs Wyllie’s at Marlboro, Mass.
wife of Charles Hill, who died Mon princess lines, her tulle veil caught
The tenacity of a bulldog. .
BURN
their only daughter Jeannette at
The daring of a lion.
Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Vaughan, day at the age of 94, will be held with orange blossoms, and carried
Cook—At Friendship. July 1. to Mr
the Commencement at Oak Grove and
The patience of a donkey.
Mrs Elden L. Cook, a daughter—
and sons. Sewall Richard and Rob Thursday at 2 at the Finnish a prayer book, also decorated with
when she received a silver cup for Lalla May. _____________
The industry of a beaver.
ert of Whitman, Mass., are guests Church, Georges River road, Thom orange blossoms. Her sister. Mrs.
the excellence of her work in Sci
The
versatility
of
a
chameleon.
of Mr Vaughan's sister, Mrs. P. D. aston, with Rev. Mr. Nevala, the Henry Rice Jr., of St. Louis, Mis
MARRIED
ence. Miss Haggett was also hon
The vision of an eagle. .
Starrett They also will visit other pastor, officiating. Burial will be at souri, was matron of honor and
bson-Thistle—At Rockland. July 3.
ored by her classmates in being bvDfRev.
The meekness of a lamb.
J. Charles MacDonald. George
relatives during their stay in town. Fairview cemetery. Mrs. Hill was wore blue chiffon over taffeta, with
elected as the vice president of her W Dobson of Cohasset. Mass., and Miss
The hide of a rhinoceros.
Mrs. Violet Brimigion of Milli- born in Finland March 5. 1844. leghorn hat, and carried an arm
Evelyn Louise Thistle of Norwell. Mass
class, and throughout the year
The disposition of an angel.
Crockett-Trask—At Camden. July 2.
nockett is visiting her mother, Mrs. daughter of Joonas and Vapper bouquet of peach colored gladiolo.
she has had a generous share of George Crockett of Rockport and Miss
Vutula, and came to Long Cove, St. and blue delphinium. The brides
The resignation of an incurable. Mary Clements.
Trask of Camden.
honors and appointments. Miss Isabel
The
loyalty
of
an
apostle.
Hllt-Morton—At East Union. July 2.
Callers Sunday at the home of George, in 1899. She had lived maids were Mrs. Abbott Spear of
Haggett is enrolled at Westbrook by Rev l*o F Ross, William J Hilt of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hysler. were ' her« slnce 19M' and with her hus’ Chestnut Hill, Mass., and Warren,
The heroism of a martyr.
and Miss Dorothy M Morton of
Junior College for next September. Union
The faithfulness of a prophet..
East Union.
Mr. and Mrs. Lavon Godfrey of band had observed her 57th wedding and Mrs. Donald Schroyer of Phila
Schroyer-Stevens—At New York cltv.
anniversary a few years ago. Be delphia. Penn., who carried arm
The tenderness of a shepherd.
Waterman’s Beach
2, Miss Dorothea K Btevens of
The Courier-Gazette had a happy July
sides
her husband she leaves two bcuquets similiar to the matron of
The (fervency of ^n evangelist.
Washington. D C . formerly of Warren,
Mrs Charles Dart of Sanford was
all Saturday afternoon from Bernie and Rodney Schroyer of Washington,
sons,
Oscar
Hill of Warren, Charles honor's, and who wore lace redinThe devotion of & mother.
guest overnight, Thursday of Mrs. |
lead, press representative for Rob D. C
of Quincy, Mass.; a step-daughter. gotes over salmon taffeta, and plain
Sarah Dolham.
ins Bros.' Circus which plays here
DIED
Rummage sale. Peasiee s Barn, 8C
Mrs. Richard Kivinen, and son Elina Hill of Warren; nine grand salmon colored net hats, Donald
liursday. Bernie has been "ahead"
Blodgett—At Glen Cove. July 2. Free Summer street, all this week. 80-83 Imo Sullin have been on a motor children, and 15 great-grandchil Schroyer of Philadelphia, Penn,
f circuses 23 years, and is familiar man S. Blodgett, aged 50 year.!. 20 days.
dren.
brother of the groom was best man.
trip into Vermont.
Tuesday at. 2 o'clock from Burrith every part of the United States Funeral
Fire of unknown origin destroyed Gifts from the bride to her atten
pee funeral home.
A beano and card party will be
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Dolham
nd Canada. The circus travels by Krona"months.^da” I held at the Owl's Head Community
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Wilder the set of buildings at Warren dants were silver bracelets, and
ail, carries nearly 700 people, who Burial in Stoughton. Maas
J Building Wednesday night, July 6 Jones at Jefferson, Sunday, and Highlands, known as the Richard from the groom to the best man, a
ravel in 20 cars. Hoot Gibson, the Turner—At Waldoboro. July 2. Susan Refreshments.
79-89 Mr. Dolham also called on Alden son place and occupied by Frank bill fold.
E. widow of Dr. Thomas F Turner,
Vestern screen star is with the aged
■ Hopkins, his son Earl Hopkins and
Miss Harriet Stevens gave the
94 years. Funeral Tuesday at
Clifford at Cooper's Mills.
how, and everybody will be glad 2 o'clock from the residence.
bride in marriage.
Mrs.
Agnes
Hastings
of
Medford
daughter,
Lenora
Hopkins.
Sunday
Hammond—At Camden. July 4. Min
j know that there is a street pa- nie.
The wedding reception was held
Hillside. Mass. is spending July ; ^Kht. The three, who were two
wife of Richard Hammond Fun
ade. which will come down the eral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from resi
with her sister. Mrs. Sarah Dolham miles away, at the time of the fire in the parish house after the cere
dence on Limerock street
Burial in
ike about 11 a. m.. The only circus Mountain street cemetery.
Mr. and Mrs Howard Fogg re- j at the Leslie A. Packard place, mony. and buffet supper served,
Orff—At Waldoboro, July 3. Susan E
his summer.
turned Monday to Montreal, after ! whqre they have employment, had with 20 present. Miss Jane May
Orff, aged 83 years. 9 months. 1 day
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from
passing the weekend with Mr and , been at the house during the day hew of Newark, N. J., helped with
Senator-elect Albert B. Elliot of North Waldoboro Methodist Church.
Mrs. Oliver B Libby. Mr. Fogg's j shingling the barn, but had left the serving. (It will be remembered
Interment
In
Oliver
cemetery.
"nomaston writes that with the
sister, Mrs George Hewison of ' around 4 o'clock. The fire was that Miss Mayhew spent several
Hill—At Warren. July 4. Senofla. wife
onsent and approval of the Sccre- of Charles K Hill, aged 94 years. 3
Marlboro, Mass, who came with dlscovered about 9 o'clock, by Mrs. summers in Warren, with her
months.
28
days.
Funeral
Thursday
I
ary of State, he is planning to in- nt 2 o’clock D.S.T.. at Finnish Church.
them from Montreal, where she had and Mrs Raymond Williams, of mother, and grandmother.)
roduce a joint order early in the St. George road Interment In Warren
Ambulance Service
After the reception. Mr. and Mrs.
been
visiting, is remaining for the East Warren, who accompanied by
Bean
—
At
Rockland,
July
2.
C
Everett
text session of the Legislature
Bean of Jefferson, aged 63 years 11
their son, Raymond were on their Schroyer left for Niagara Falls.
•
week
at
the
Libby
Homestead
Farm.
I’hlch will create a joint standing months. 14 days. Services Wednesday
Mrs. Schroyer attended grade
1 from the Cushing Funeral Home
Mr Fogg is lieutenant band master way home from Rockland. With
ommittee on motor vehicle laws. at
RUSSELL
In Thomaston.
a pail, and water from a brook 209 schools here, graduated from the
in
the
17th
Duke
of
Royal
Hussars
In the past, as you know,” writes
FUNERAL HOME
OF THANKS
in Montreal, and made the music feet in the rear of the Hopkin;. Charlestown High. Boston Teach
Senator Elliot, “bills of this nature Thanks CARD
9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. 662
to friends neighbors and
for the picture, “Ballet of the Mer house, the three tried to put the ers' College, and George Washing
ROCKLAND, ME.
avelbeen heard before the Judiciary relatives who sent flowers, fruit and
other gifts, and Mrs J. A. Stevens who
maids” for Fox Povie Co. Both he fire out. but it spread rapidly from ton University in Washington, D
98tf
ommittee thereby placing an add took my wife to the Hospital every
and Mrs. Fogg, the latter, an ac the out buildings to the barn and C. She taught a few years in the
j
day
also
the
kind
and
fine
treatment
of
'd burden on that committee. I nurses.
complished pianist are to be heard then to the house. The loss was Peabody 'Nursery School in Wash
iclieve motor vehicle laws could
Leroy Gregory
Thursday evenings, over station estimated at $1000 Much of the ington, D. C, and the past 18
>e more efficiently handled by a
CBS
from 6.30 to 7 p. m. “Tea-time furniture was removed from the months has been supervisor of ten
ommittee appointed for that purCARD OF THANKS
house. There was small insurance. nursery schools in Washington.
Musical.”
I wish to thank the many friends
lose." This is a matter that has
who by their visitations, cards and
The
Warren fire department was D. C.
Mrs.
Ralph
Norwood
and
daugh

>een discussed before, and should flowers were so solicitous during my
Mr. Schroyer, a native of Mary
recent illness; also to the special
ters. Sally and Faith, were in Rock- called. The fire was spectacular
neet with the approval of the Leg- nurses.
Burrage and Quinn, and Dr
land.
attended George Washington
and
drew
a
large
group
of
spectators
I
land
Friday
with
Mrs.
Norwood's
Weisman together with the competent
slative body.
staff of Knox Hospital I extend my
University in Washington, and
mother. Mrs. Albert Grover. Mrs. from Warren and Thomaston
MORTICIANS
sincere thanks.
graduated this year from Eastern
j Ellen Conic of Lincolnville was also
>n. F. Harold Dubord. candi*
Mrs. Ralph B Loring
Schroyer-Stevens
College of Law in Washington. He
j at the Grover home.
for Congress. Second District,
Ambulance Service
CARD OF THANKS
Miss Dorothea K. Stevens of holds a government position at
Miss Frances Spear is home from
be the guest speaker at a meetWe wish to express our deep appre
TELS. 390 AND 781-1
Portland for the summer.
Washington, D. C., daughter of present in Washington.
of the Brann for Governor Club ciation for the kindness shown us by
friends and neighbors during our re
They will make their home in a
A talk on butterflies will be given Mrs. Everett Stevens of Charles
p. m. Wednesday. July 6. at the cent bereavement.
361-365 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
Mrs. Clara Brazier, Mr. and Mrs
new house being built for them in
at
the
meeting
Thursday
of
the
town,
Mass.,
formerly
of
this
town
;r room. Community Building, Forest
119tf
Brazier. Mr. and Mrs Ralph
Women’s Club by Mrs. Laura Jame- became the bride, Saturday after- Beverly Hills, Alexandria, Va.
lie invited.
79-80 Nutt.

The new armored cruiser Boise,
built at Newport News, Va., is due
here for trial this week.

JULY
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Smart Women Come

to Us for ECONOMY
in Beauty Service as

Well as EFFICIENCY

SPECIAL PERMANENT
A smart oil eroquignole wave that in
sures you a fashionable curly head for
months to tome. It's specially priced at
A Shampoo and Finger Wave Are Included!

$2.95

OTHER
$4.00

TALK OF THE TOWN

BURPEE’S

PERMANENTS
$5.00

$6.00

Shampoo, Fingtrwave. Manicure,
Arch, or Cocktail Facial—
PHONE
14S

OPEN
■VO’S

35c
EACH

GILBERT’S

MAIN ST.

BEAUTY SALON

2ND FLOOR

375

the committee suggests that sand
wiches are always desirable.
C. Everett Bean of Jefferson, the
Mrs. Estelle Newbert went Sun
son of Mrs. Nellie (Curtis) Bean day to Belfast and will be at the
and the late Willard Bean, died in J home of her son Harold for the
Rockland Saturday night. Besides ' summer. Mrs. Harold Newbert ls
hLs mother h. leaves his wife, and engaged for the.season as dietitian
a son Vernon of Concord. N H. at the camp for girls on MeguntiFuneral services will be held Wed cook Lake.
nesday afternoon at 1 from the
Simon Hahn eame from Cam
Cushing Funeral Home, Rev. II. F. bridge. Mass.. Saturday for a three
Leach officiating.
j weeks' vacation nt his home here.
Harris Shaw of Boston came
John Creighton went Monday to
Cambridge to attend Harvard Sum down Sunday and will spend a few
days with Mr. and Mrs. Henry B
mer School.
Shaw.
Almon Day is home from Lewis
Mrs. Miles Watts is at her home
ton this week and will return Sathere for the summer, coming from
urday.
Belmont. Mass., last week with Mr
Mrs Lewis Fisk, Mr. ur.d Mrs.
and Mrs. Harold Watts. Mr. Watts
Edwin Money and their children,
stayed over the Fourth, and his
Betty and Edwin, of Attleboro.
wife will be here till next week.
Mass.. spent Monday with Mr. and
Their daughter. Miss Barbara, is
Mrs. James Felt.
teaching music and art tills sum
Oscar Gould of Belfast is visit mer at Camp Kiwanis in South
ing his daughter, Mrs. Luther Clark. Hanson. Mass.
Arthur Pease was kicked by a
Miss Emily Young, who teaches
horse he was shoeing last Thursday in Noroton Heights. Conn., has ar
and will be laid up for some time rived to spend the summer vaca
by four broken ribs. He is now tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
able to sit up and will be glad to Harry Young.
have his friends call to see him.
Norman Marriner of Camden a
Miss Agnes Armstrong came from [student at University of Maine is
Portland to spend the holidly with working at Knox Hotel this vacaher cousin, Mrs. George Gilchrest. ) tion.
Miss Alice George and Miss Hilda ' Today there will be no services
George are at their home here for -it the Pentecostal Mission. For
the summer.
pVednesday night. “One of the
The July meeting of the Nurse Seven Wonders of the World" will
Association was held Friday eve be the subject; Thursday night at
ning. It Ls planned to have a cooked 7.30, “Jordan News.”
fotgl sale during this month, the
date to be set later.
VINAL HAVEN
“Montpelier” had more than a
Mr. and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins
hundred special visitors last Wed
nesday. women's club members in and son Paul of Worcester. Massa tendance at the Maine Federation are visiting Mrs Hopkins' parents,
gathering in Rockland taking oc Mr. and Mrs. Leon W. Sanborn.
Mr. and Mrs. Kendall Hatch and
casion to go through the interesting
son Fred, who have been at the
building.
Miss Anna Fessenden and Miss home of Mr. Hatch's grandparents,
Florence Fessenden of NewtonviUe, Mr and Mrs. F. K. Coombs, re
Mass., have come to their summer turned Monday to Wollaston. Mass.
home here. Holiday guests of theirs
are Miss Helen Thomas and her
brother Robert Thomas of West
Newton.
Miss Doris McGahn of New York
city is visiting Miss Marian Felt.
Walter Bowe of Belmont. Mass.,
came Saturday, joining Mrs. Bowe
at their summer home. His sister.
Mrs. . T. W. Scott of Arlington
Heights, came with him.
Mrs. Aletha Thompson enter
tained Mrs. Clifton Morse of Port
Clyde over the weekend and holi
day.
Mr and Mrs. Henry Montgomery
went Friday to Moosehpad Lake
with Mr. and Mrs. Rollo Gardner
of Camden, to stay over the Fourth.
Mrs. Raymond MacLeod has re
turned from a vLsit with her sis
TIG*
ter, Mrs. David Rennigar. in Jersey
city.
Vernon Bean of Concord, N. II .
arrived Sunday, called here by the
death of his father. C. Everett Bean.
MOKE usable SPACE
LewLs Bean of Boston also came
YOU GET BECAUSE OF THE
on account of his uncle's death;

THOMASTON

and they are both staying with
their grandmother, Mrs. Nellie
Bean.
• Scientific tests
Miss Cleora Condon goes today to
prove that the new Fair banks-Morse
refrigerator with its patented
Northeast Harbor, where she will
CONSERVADOR bolds more food
be employed through the summer.
than other refrigerators of t^e
same cubic foot capacity tested—
Miss Bernice Henderson of Bos
has 26% more quickly usable space.
ton .-pent the weekend with Miss
No cramming. No crowding. No
cluttering. No wasted space. That's
Christine Moore aiyl returned Mon
why it bolds more.
day.
Behind the new outer door is a
second door—the patented CON
Albert Gould sailed his father's
NER VADOR—a shelf-lmed inner
door. Here you keep the foods you
boat down from Marblehead to
need most frequently for imme
Camden, as it is chartered for the
diate meal preparation. More
things are at your finger tips—
summer by Camden people. He
quickly. No shifting. No stooping.
No spilling. The CONSERVAcalled yesterday at the John
DOR is the greatest improvement
Creighton home and went back with
in homo refrigeration in twenty
years. See it and you will want no
Dr. James Lyon of Ma-blehead,
refrigerator without it.
who had spent the weekend with
them. Mr. and Mrs. Albert T.
Gould are abroad until August, and
at present are in Scotland.
Listen over WLBZ every day at
Tlie Federated Sunday School
1 o’clock for Fairbanks-Morse
will picnic tomorrow (Wednesday)
at South Pond. Cars will leave the
Congregational Churcli at 10 a. m
Each one is asked to bring a drink 442 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
ing-cup; and to any in doubt as
to what to take for tlie picnic lunch,

House-Sherman, Inc.

Every-Other-Da? 3
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Commander MacMillan Heads North Again

HOW I BECAME
A RADIO STAR

Colorful View of 1939 World’s Fay* on S.F. Bay

By Stella Unger, "The Hollywood News Girl”

A song writer can do anything, if
I his tune is melodic and his words
touch the heart. And a columnist is
almost as free. Well, 1 have been
■ both, and to leave those green fields
of freedom for the rigidly limited art
of planning, writing and acting r d.o
shows is a big enough jolt for one
i decade. 1 am still sitting in my cor
ner dazed and wailing for the next
round!
1 use prize ring terms naturally
enough, for I was the first woman
to do sports stories on the air—1 did
1 Jimmy Braddock’s series and, alI though I was frequently groggy and
J on the ropes, I never pulled punches
or took the count. Lou Little's
broadcasts were my next job. My
fan mail heartened me, and 1 began
to believe that my broadcasts were
more interesting than last year's
weather report from Kamchatka.
It all began in 1932 when 1 was
writing a column in rhyme called:
I “Mother Goose Quacks Wise" for a
j New York newspaper. The radio
powers-that-be were interested and
Stella Unger
asked me to dramatize the rhymes
I for the "mike." which I did with
' fear and trembling. But again I ished a series of "Musical Fairy
; was successful beyond my wildest Tales” for children.
News commentator, script writer,
hopes! Next I created and presented
Here nations of the world will display their treasures at the 1939 Gcluen Gate International Ex
position on Treasure Island in San Francisco Bay. In center of this sketch by Artist Lewis Rothe is
the first newspaper of the air. “Spe song writer, actress and playwright
the Court of the Nation on which faces the Sl.500,000 Federal Building (in background) and a beau
cial Edition." What a thrill it was —quite a career for a girl who has a
to look back, from the relative husband and a 13-year-o,d boy to
tiful lagoon. At right. State of California buildings and at left, some of the buildings being erected
ly lofty heights of a news commen keep happy. A little rest and peace
HE nose of bis stout schooner,
by nations of the Pacific.
tator. upon the girl who shortly be- at last. I thought!
Bowdotn, ls beaded north once
I fore had quavered “Mother Goose”
But radio gets into the blood. It
again and Commander Donald
into the ears of a non-plussed audi has all the thrill of the stage, plus
B. MacMillan, most famous of mod
ence! And I wasn't afraid any more the subtle and stirring “feel” of the
ern explorers, Is ofl on a 6,000-mlle
—1 was ready to do anything, from millions listening-in. So one day I
adventure amid tee, snow and the
high diving to tatting, in front of a found myself planning and writing
microphone
all of the radio scripts for Erwin
shy people of the Arctic Circle.
Meanwhile, I was bombarding the Wasey and Company, and even
But Commander MacMillan, in his
public with songs, like a one-woman, playing parts in many of their air Training Schools to Pro
Arctic expeditions, has been the
musical epidemic. And. wonder of shows. And I have just been in
humanitarian as well as the scien
wonders, the songs clicked. In formed that I am to write, produce
duce More Efficient Men.
tist and explorer.
rapid succession I did the lyrics for and act "The Hollywood News
Eskimo boys and girls will be
the Shubert production “Three Lit Girl,” a “one-man” show, to go on
Columbus, Ohio.—The days of the
clothed and fed by the man who for
tle Girls." "The Rhumba” which the air the last week in June, over
WBS a sensation in E.arl Carroll's the Mutual Network, at 1:45 to 2:00 "flatfoot"—the arrogant, unthinking
thirty years has been their best
Vanities, the score for "Love Thief,” P.M., E.S.T., on Mondays, Wednes police officer who regards himself |
friend. They will have their teeth
and Helen Morgan's show "Mem days and Fridays.
as “the law"—are limited, believes 1
treated ln free dental clinics. Their
ory.” Besides shows, I did quite a
I have decided that the only rest
MacMillan-Moravian Mission School
lot of individual songs, among them I shall ever get will be in a better 1 Harvey Walker, Ohio State univer- j
will receive new supplies. Warm
“I’m All Dressed I'p With A world, and I am going down to be sity political science professor and
clothing will be theirs to meet the
Broken Heart" and ‘'Presidents On measured for a monument It will director of Ohio's pioneer police
Arctic winter.
Parade." Then I went on the stage, be a gigantic microphone with a school.
playing the leading role in Joe small girl throwing ripe tomatoes at I It will take at least another gen
A few days before the Bowdotn
Zelli s. “Papavert" and. encouraged it Ru|—and it’s dreadful to realize eration of policemen—thirty or forty
sailed from Boothbay Harbor, Me., The schooner Bowdotn at anchor in Ananatook Bay, Labrador—Com
bv tins, wrote the play “The Panic it—in spite of all my grumbling, I years—before he can be displaced
on June 25, Commander MacMillan mander MacMillan in insert—where the MacMillan-Moravian Missionary
School is located. The other pictures show some of the Eskimo children
Is On.” And, recently, I have fin- ilove it!
Interrupted his work for a few min who live in the stout, asphalt shingled building from fall until summer.
by the intelligenL well-trained ofutes to tell of this phase of the expe
,ficer. but the. change is bound to
dition.
teacher. The school became a center Arctic winter out warm fires too
come, Walker said.
“We're loading the Bowdotn again of life and social service for the often mean chimney sparks which,
The youthful professor recently ,
with food supplies and equipment community Stoutly built to resist lodging on a non-fire resistant root
completed a three-months' survey
could
be
tanned
into
a
disastrous
for the school at Naln,” he said. “I’m the severe climatic conditions. It's
(of the Toledo police department and
endeavoring to feed, clothe and edu well built walls, brightly bordered blaze. This Is a chance the little mis
recommended sweeping changes in
cate forty children there. We have windows and attractive mineral-sur sion school could not take. It won't
administration. Despite resentment
also loaded dental supplies for the faced asphalt shingle roof have happen on the mineral surface of
of many ot the members of the
this
asphalt
shingle
root
three tree dental clinics established made the “Farthest North” school a
force against the idea of a college
The school, as a result ot Com
by me at Makkovlk, Hopedale and Labrador landmark.
i professor “coming in and trying to
Natn. Denial work is one of the most
The trim shingles of the root have mander MacMillan's activity tn cre
show us how to Tun the depart
acute needs there."
added to the appearance of the ating interest id the Far North, Is
ment," three-fourths of Walker's
lighted
with
electric
tights,
filled
buildtnf
but
even
more
Important
Commander MacMillan built the
recommendations have been adoptschoolhouse at Nain ln 1927 to shel ln this Isolated gommunttv cf no or with books, supplied with food,
1
ed.
ter, clothe, feed and educate forty ganlzed fire department L ih« fact clothing and sleeping bags tor the
| The change from the old to the
little Eskimo children. Miss Katie that the roof Is fire-resistant Warm youngsters Children come from all
new type officer must be accomHettasch, daughter of the Moravian fires are necessary to keep the build parte of Labrador to live ai the
llplished first, by re-educating, as far
missionary, volunteered as tb»J ing comfortable through the long.! school from early tall until summer.
' as possible, the older men, and sec
ond, by putting recruits through a
IO ti IX 13
5
6
7 8 ; 9
2. 3 M
1
1 vigorous training. Walker asserted.
DIFFF.RERS
A
Process to Be Slow.
1ST
lb
IM
Cultured people such as us
! The first step is designed to make
the best of existing conditions and
w 20
Always say "Gladiolus."
19
17
16
can be abandoned as soon as the
Others nag us or cajole us.
' infiltration of new blood is com
TOY WIFE”
22
23
311
In behalf of "Gladiolus.''
plete. Walker pointed out that it i
sw
would be impracticable as well as
w 25"
And still others would enroll a
26
2M
unjust to fire the “old school” of
Group to call it "Gladiola."
ficers wholesale.
30
31 32
29
27 28
Some can drive the purist mad
“It can't be done in a rush,”
w!
Walker said. “We have to grow out
By referring to the "Glad."
35
3M
33
I of the present conditions."
Argument can be a curse.
AW)
To accomplish the change, Walker
sss 37
39
36
38
Leading us from bad to worse.
recommends the establishment of a
NW
It can hover like a vulture
network of police schools in the va
M2
M3
Ml
HO
Over happy horticulture.
rious states where recruits would
iws
As to flowers I will not bicker.
undergo intensive training for a
Vfc
M5
HH
J
minimum of ten weeks, as in Eng
Nothing makes me any sicker.
w;
W
land.
Drop in later, when you're by,
w 9<9
M9
M7
For at least a year following
See my fine Glad-I-o-li!
w
“graduation,” tKerookies would be
53
5H 5552
50 51
—Spokane Spokesman-Review
placed under, the supervision of ex
This sorrowing mother and her youngster are but two of the mor
w
than 30,000,000 women and children who have been robbed of horn
perienced men and would return to
I 57
5b
58
the school at some time for a post
Seven things you never remem ind security as a result of the Japanese invasion of China and fo
whom Colonel Theodore Roosevelt, Jr„ national chairman of th
graduate course.
ber—Giving an accused man the t nited ( ouncil for Civilian Relief in China, is urging support c
61
bO
61
5D
Walker recommends the mini
benefit of the doubt.
the National Bowl of Rice party, to be held in more than 1,50
mum
age
for
recruits
be
fixed
at
cities and towns throughout the country June 17th. *
65
—Taking plenty of time for the
69
63
twenty-one years, aud the maximum
second thought.
thirty years. Thgy would have to
—Making a thorough investiga
score at least 105 on the army alpha
HORIZONTAL (Cont.) VERTICAL (Cont)
HORIZONTAL
test, which ls slightly higher than
tion before you invest. .
48- Nothing but
1-Charity
19-Polnt of compass
the average score for the population
—Keeping silent when you can't
5-Grates
49- Boy’s name (short)
(abbr.)
as a whole.
50- Edge
10-Part of a horse's
23-Plot
speak without anger.
52- Wan
harness
25-Verbal
Urges Higher Pay.
—Saving a friendship by admit
53- Salt containing oleic 26- Dispatched
14- Part of a plant
Walker
thinks
police
work
even

ting a wrong.
15- Apportion
acid
27- Garden tool
tually can be brought to such a
—Living so that your children ]
16- Employer
56- Type measure
23-Tardier
1 level that young men will regard it 17- A snare
57- Acts of going before 29- Frigid
have to offer no apologies.
as a life profession. He believes, 20- Preposition
59-Directs
30- Two-wheeled
Historic old New Orleans homes of “The Toy Wife," Southern story
—Running your business so that
however, that salaries will have to 21- Sofa
61- Combining form.
f vehicle
and famous Louisiana plantations of the 1850's, which stars Luise a just God would have no comFour
31- Greenish finch
be brought up to an average of 22- Back of the neck
62- Observed
32- Borders
served as the models for every set Rainer. —adv.
j plaint to make.
i about $2,400 a year to attract good 23- Foot-like organ
24- Permit
63-Journey
34- Tear
men.
64Prussian
city
35- Nude
Along with the “new" policemen 25- lnequalities
latitude
65- Feminine suffik
37- A vegetable
will come several other important 26- South
(abbr.)
38- Story
J,
changes, Walker believes, including 27- Vehicle on runners
41- Neat
VERTICAL
a lowering of the present standard 29-An Indian
42- Steers
of one police officer for each 1,000 33-Stop
43- Mars
population, universal use of two-way 33- Tablet
1- Greek god of war
45-Tumults
2- Solitary
radio, and almost complete motori 34- Howl
46- Strip blubber from,
35- Prohibited
3- Speckled
zation of the force.
as a whals
4- Affirmed
48- Duil finish
In regard to the latter, Walker 38-Near by
5- Anger
49- A beverage
contends that foot patrol is prac 37-Cry of a deer
6- The whole
08-Ac.d
50- Warmth
tically obsolete.
7- Thin
football position
51- Turkish official
"The only reason we have foot 33-A(abbr.)
8- Perfumed dressing E2-Promissory note
1 policemen now is that people expect j 40-T rust
for the hair
(abbr.)
it," he said. “Criminals no longer I 42-Javelin
9- Walks
53- Old Danish (abbr.)
move about on foot and there's no 43- Expire
10- Mean dwelling
54- Golf mounds
reason why the police should.”
44- Made a mistake
11- While
55- Serf
45- 5230 feet
12- Apportion
,57-Serpent
45-Marshc3
13- Greek god of love
58-Before
47-Pronoun
,18-Snare
60-Musical nots
Boy’s Idea of Water
The growing boy thinks water is
(Solution To Previous Puzzle)
a liquid which turns black when you
Spaniels Favored by Royalty
put your hands in it.
Toy spaniels were favored pets of
two ill-fated regal heads. Marie An- .
Water Classed as Food
toinette of France and Charles II
Water is classed as a food. Scien
of England.
tists are not agreed as to whether
it is fattening.
Walls in Collision
The lifeboats of the Grace Line's “Santa Lucia" are swung clear during
“The walls have come into colli
the annual government inspection and port fire drill. The captain’s life
Romans Wore No Hats
sion," a Bantu proverb, is said of
boat, always the No. 1 boat, is lowered by the combination gravity fall
The Romans did not wear hats
any dispute between persons of con
and motor hoist, davit recently installed on the “Santa Lucia,” "Santa
while walking in the streets of the sequence.
Paula,” “Santa Rosa " and “Santa Elena.” Tills type davit, designed by
city.
Grace Line, lowers the boat by gravity, the fall controlled by a brake,
Man Has I ast Word
and raises the lifeboat by means of a portable electric motor, the whole
Naming Baffin Bay
Jud Tunkins says a woman
Baffin Bay is named for the ex
operation performed by only one seaman instead of the four formerly
doesn’t have the last word The 1
The crew of the Grace Line's “Santa Paula" go through a boat drill while the "Santa Paula” rides at her
plorer, William Baffin.
required. Total cost for Installation on the four “Santa” boats was about
man has it, and it's always "Yes."
pnehorage in fhe Caribbean, during a passenger’, shore leayh
I____
M0.OOO.
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OLD-TIME POL'CE
‘FLATFOOT’ DOOMED

AT THE PARK THURSDAY

MILITARY OBJECTIVES

Courier-Gazette Cross-Word Puzzle

AT STRAND WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

PORT EIRE DRILL

BOAT DRILL

Everv-Other-Day
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The Story of OD and AD
and the 2- STORES
OD and AD wanted to go into business
for themselves. They decided to open
retail stores. But they had different ideas
as to how they should get customers.
This is the story of what happened.

How OD and AD Opened their Stores

OD Relieved that the way to get cus
tomers Svas to sell at low prices, and that
the w#y to sell at low prices was to keep
his expenses down. So he spent as littic

as possible in fixing up his store. He said
he was not going to “waste” money on
“trick lighting” and a “fancy front.” He
bought large quantities of a /fw lines of
merchandise, because that way lie got
them cheaper.
Then he put an assortment of his
goods into the windows, but because he
had done so hrrZc to make his store at
tractive, jew people noticed that it was
a new store, and jew came in to buy.

AD decided that the first thing he must do
was to make '..is store attractive to customers.
So he had it painted throughout in cheerful
colors. He completely changed the windows

and front, and he put in fixtures that flooded
the whole store with light.
He chose merchandise well-known by name
to the public, and bought smaller quantities
of many lines, thus giving customers a greater
selection. He arranged his stock in the store
to make shopping convenient. He put in win
dow displays of his most interesting merchan
dise-anil changed them frequently.
Because his windows and his store were so
((tractive, many people stopped to look, a • 1
■ juel: people came in to buy so that AI »'
-.axis sold quickly and he was soon or.'erl
more of many items.

How OD and AD went after Customers
<»

OD soon found that he could not get
the customers he needed from those who
passed by his store. So he had circulars

printed and hired boys to distribute
them from house to house. Sometimes
they put them under the door or into the
mail box but often they threw them on
the porch or into the yard, and many
were blown away. Also, OD found it was
a slow and costly way to tell his story, as
in a whole day a boy could cover only a
few hundred homes.
OD was disappointed to find that after
all this work and expense, only a few
more people came to his store.

AD decided that the more people he could
tell about his merchandise, the more peop'c
would come to his store. So he put advertise

ments into newspapers read by many thou
sands of people every day. He knew that peo
ple were eager to get their newspapers to read
the news. Therefore, his advertising was moie
likely to be seen in a paper people wanted to
read. Also, the newspapers were delivered all
over the city as soon as they were printed.
AD found that the mare he advertised, the
men people came to his store and the more
goods he sold and the less it cost him to handle
each sale. So he passed on the greater part of
these savings in lower prices and better valuei
to all his customers.

How OD Failed and AD Succeeded

OD found that so few people came to
his store that his goods moved very
•lowly. He could buy very little new
•tock because his money was tied up.

So he decided to have a clearance sale.
He had big signs painted for the front
of his store. He had circulars printed and
sent boys out to put them into parked
cars and distribute them at homes. But
the people who came saw so little they
wanted that his sale was a failure. At
last, he disposed of all his remaining
stock to an out-of-town bargain store at
less than half what he had paid for it.
OD had had a very unhappy experi
ence, but because he had never adver
tised in the newspapers, few people in all
the city ever knew that his store had
opened or that it had closed.

AD found that with more and more people
now coming to his store, his stocks moved very
quickly. As a result, he was constantly able to
have fresh, new merchandise for his customers.

He concluded that since people bought news
papers to read the news, lie should tell them
the iivaj about his merchandise and his store.
As a result, AD’s advertisements were read as
eagerly as any other part of the newspaper.
Soon every one in town knew that AD had
the newest things.
AD did not make exaggerated statements in
his advertising. He just made the truth interest
ing. Repeatedly AD had to enlarge his store,
and employ more people to take care of his
increasing business. And, although his expenses
were now very much greater, he sold so much
merchandise and turned his stocks so rapidly
that his store was very successful and was
known far and wide for the values it gave its
customers.

AD Tells OD How Advertising Serves the Store and Its Customers
One DAY OD came to AD and applied for a po
sition. He asked AD how he had built such a
fine business and obtained so many customers.
AD said, “First, by making the store an
attractive and convenient place to shop.
“Second, by having the kind of merchandise
our customers want.

“But these are not sufficient without Advertising
to tell the people about them. So we continu
ously publish interesting, informative, truthful
news about our service and our merchandise.
And we tell it in the way that reaches the larg
est possible number of people quickly—through
newspaper advertising.”

Copyright, 1938, by G. Lyon Sumner

THE
STONINGTON
Mrs. Leslie Stinson and Mrs.
Lyle Cleveland attended the wed
ding of Merton Cleveland and Miss
Gertrude Dorr, which took place
recently in Bangor.
Wilbur Gray and Ralph Carter
were injured last week when the
staging on which they were stand
ing at the yacht basin gave way.
They fell about 15 feet.
Rose Candage is having the in
terior of the "Lobster Ti^p" re-decorated.

Freda Haskell is working for Mrs.
Mary E. Turner at Isle au Haut.
The new members of the Junior
Band are Helen Gray, snare drum;
Billie Goodrich, trumpet; Mary
Gray, clarinet; and Newell Robbins
trumpet. The Maynard Grays have
four children in the band.
Percy Joyce is employed by Gene
Cortesl.

Mrs. Nora Grant of Isle au Haut
■was a recent visitor in town.
Dorothy Hutchinson is employed
at the home of Mrs. Harry Colby.
Chadbourne Knowlton is here
from New York.
Frances Tracy is employed at the
home of Virgil Rice.
Guy Richardson of Boston has
been visiting friends here.
Charlene MacDonald is working
for Mary Turley.
Mrs. Cora Gosson of Long Island.
N. Y., has been visiting her mother
Mrs. Edith Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Small and
son Montelle were guests last week
end of Mrs Lucy Brown in Reekland.
Mrs Florence Wallace is em
ployed as bookkeeper at the can
ning factory.
Joseph Gomez who has been
boarding at Mrs Annie Richards'
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OWL’S HEAD
Mrs. Ernest Hoffman and daugh'- !
ters, Constance and Evelyn of New
York have arrived for the summer.
Albert Richardson and Frederick
Richardson of Princeton University
are vacationing at their home
"Sunny Acres "
Dr. and Mrs. W. B. Adams and
family of Springfield, .Mass, have
been at East Hill on a recent visit
Dr. Adams returned Monday.
The Go Ahead 4-H Club and lead
er. Mrs. Margaret Margeson attend
ed the 4-H Field Day held Wednes
day in Union. Members who went
were Margaret Borgerson. Con
stance Ross, Josephine Buckmin
ster Merriam Scammon. Ruth Fos
ter. Betty Dolliver. Virginia Farrell
Janice Wotton and Bertha Learnc:!.
Margaret Richardson and Cynthia
■ Waterbury of New York were pres
ent as guests.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pillsbury and
family of South Weymouth.
1
! have opened their cottage for the ,
summer.
Mrs. Mary Bowker is vacatloni ing on Ginn’s Point.
,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Estes of Bev, erly, Mass., are visiting here.
A beano and card party will be
. hpld Wednesday night for the bene- 1
fit of community building. Re- 1
freshments will be served.
Mr. and Mrs. W, F. Adams and
daughter Miss Dorothy Adams of
Spdingfield, Mass., are guests at
Owls’ Head Inn.
Mrs. Charts Myrick and daughter
Miss Gwendolyn of Boston were re- (
cent visitors at Mrs. John Whalen’s.

SOUTHWEST HARBOR particular friends of the family. A

j great profusion of beautiful flowers
Capt. and Mrs. Lewis Kirby, were sent by relatives, friends. Odd
daughter Barbara and son Lewis of Fellows. Rebekahs and Encamp
Jonesport were weekend guests of ment at Bar Harbor of which he
Mrs. Kirby's parents, Mr. and Mrs. was a member. His was one if not
•
I
J. S. Harmon at the homestead. , the largest attended funeral ever
Miss Barbara remained for a longer held here. Interment was at Mount
visit.
Height.
Mrs. Kenneth Woodward and
daughter Florence of Jonesport are
SOUTH HOPE
spending the summer with Mrs.
Mrs. Sabra Morang of Augusta
Woodward's parents at the home
and Mrs. Daisy Luce and daughter
stead.
Mrs. Eva Woodward of Bar Har Virginia of Union called on Mrs.
bor who spent several days with 1 Fred Merrifield recently.
the Harmon family went Wednes- ' Mr and Mrs. John Lane and fam- j
ily of Warren and Miss Dorothy
day to Islesford to visit friends.
Merrill Judd and son Norman of Lane of Rockland were callers Sun- |
Springfield, Mass., have rented day on Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Lerrooms at the Homestead for the sea mond.
son. Mrs. Judd and daughter will
Carleton Robbins of Union has J
join them soon.
employment at Marcellus Taylor's.
Mrs. Roy Moody, a former pastor's , Prof. Leland Hemingway andwife and friend Mrs. Karl Mason family of Massachusetts were week- j
of Hodgdon were calling on friend’ end guests of Mr. and Mrs. David
Barbara Tracy nas returned to Wednesday. The Moodys are lo Hemingway.
Mr and Mrs. Ralph Crockett of
her studies at the Maine School of cated in Hodgdon.
• • • •
Warren visited Sunday with Mr.
Commerce in Portland.
Kenneth Robbins
and Mrs. Edwin Lermond.
Mrs. Leola Leighton of Lubec has
Funeral services were held at the i Congratulations are extended to
been visiting her mother, Mrs.
Harry Conley. She went Thursday home for Kenneth Robbins. 31 who Mr. and Mrs. Albert Alley (Mabel
to Portland where she will make died suddenly Thursday. His death Esancy) who were recently married.
came as a great shock and cast a
Mrs. Fred Merrifield and daugh- 1
her home during the summer.
Fern Billings has completed her gloom over the town and wherever ter Bernice spent Thursday with !
studies at the Maine School of he was known, as he was a popular Mrs. Pearl Small.
young man.
Kenneth Alley has employment
Commerce and is at home.
Survivors are his wife, Eleanor at Alford Lake Camp which opened
Bettlna and Kendall Powers are
boarding with Mrs. Geneva Tracy (King); son, Harold 7. daughter. Thursday.
Gloria 4. mother, Mrs Harry Albee;
Mrs. Hartley Watts and family of
as their mother is ill.
Tire school building ls being a sister. Mrs. Byron Richardson of Melrose, Mass are passing the sum
Town Hill; a brother Harry Robbins mer here.
shingled by Basil Bray.
Mrs. Vera Pease and children
Mrs. Mollie Levlnsky of Portland I of this place; grandparents. Mr. and
is visiting her daughter Mrs. Goldi i Mrs. Benjamin Dolliver; four aunts, Vonita and Charles recently visited
four uncles and several cousins.
Mrs. Kenneth Gillette.
Freedman.
Rev. Clarence Emery of Lamoine
John Butterfield of Readfield
A Fourth of July celebration will
feature Stonington and Deer Isle officiated at the services at the called Sunday on friends here.
bands. There will also be a carnival house and Rev. Oscar Olsen of I Miss Annie Hart is employed at i
Castine at the grave. Both were • Og unquit.
at the Athletic Field, July 4-9

SAVE MOSES
Be thriftier! See this
refrigerator that started a
new ’’save wave" in Amer
ica! Check the multiple
savings of the new-G-E—
in current, upkeep, long
life, ice, food, convenience,
etc. And we believe you
will own a General Electric.
Sealed-in-Steel

TRIPLE-THRIFT

• • • •
Grange No'es
At a recent Owl’s Head Grange
1 meeting the first and second de
grees were worked on eight candi
dates. The third and fourth degrees were worked by Pleasant Val
ley Grange on 11 candidates the fol
lowing Thursday at a special m—* j
ing in order that these who wished
might join Pomona at Vinal Haven.
Mrs. Constance MaePhail, Mi's
Helen Ross. Miss Mary Fester. Miss
Margaret Borgerson. Miss Ruth Fos
ter and Perry Margf'on attended
Pomona. Miss Ruth Foster. Miss
Margaret Borgerson and Perry
Margeson have the distinction of
having taken five degrees in one
week after joining Pomona.
During July and August cne
meeting will be held on the last
Monday of each month. Tills liter
ary program was enjoyed at a re
cent session: Solo, Mrs. Constance
MaePhail; reading. William Mer
rill; piano solo, Margaret R"r'
son; recitation. Mrs. Sybil Ander
son; song. "Warbling Owls," read
ing. Sulo Salo; recitation. Mrs.
Florence Young of Pleasant Valley
Grange; reading. Albert MaePhail.
master; poem. Myron Young, mas
ter of Pleasant Valley Grange.

unit

with Oil Cooling
The only scaled mechanism
that has had the benefit of
12 years manufacturing
experience.
The first ehoice of millions it

NOW POPULARLY PRICED I

BigBct
ian ever

..llelei
.durin*

: Ash Point.

score
inomy

REFRIGERATORS

Terms as low as $3.60 monthly; small down payment

CENTRA
FOWL

AINE
OMPAMY

USED CARS AND TRUCKS
Exceptional Values—Attractive Prices
10—1937 FORD HYDRAULIC DUMPS, STAKE BODIES AND
CHASSIS
10—1936 FORD HYDRAULIC DUMPS, STAKE BODIES AND

CHASSIS
8—1935 FORD AND CHEVROLET DUMPS AND CHASSIS
15—1930 to ’34 FORD, CHEVROLET AND DODGE. CHASSIS
AND HYDRAULIC DUMPS

6—USED HYDRAULIC DUMP BODIES
8—1935 TO '37 FORD PICKUPS
2—1933 TO '36 FORD, CHEVROLET AND DODGE PANELS
S—1934 FORD SEDAN DELIVERIES
2—1S37 FOP.D TUDOR AND FORDOKS
2—1936 FORD, PLYMOUTH FORDOItS
1—1935 FORD FORDOR
1—1933 CHEVROLET COUPE
MANY MORE NOT LISTED

WALDOBORO GARAGE COMPANY
SALES
PHONE 61

SERVICE

WALDOBORO, ME.
78-89

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mrs. Alice Lester of Portland is
visiting her daughter Mrs. James
Mitchell.
Amo= Norton has bought a mule
from Oscar Carroll of Rockville.
Miss Mary Bartlett is visiting
her sister Mrs. Oscar Emery ln Bar
Harbor for a week.
Miss Susie Sleeper went Sunday
to Raymond to attend the reunion
of the Boy Scouts who wer.t to the
Waching’on Jubilee
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Patch of
BURKETTVILLE
Brooklyn. N. Y have been gu»sts
ten days of Mr. and Mrs. Allard
Members of the Farm Bureau
Pierce at their cottage on Spruce
and their families enjoyed a pic
Head Island
nic Sunday at Belfast City Park.
Elmer Light accompanied George
Mansfield of South Union on a re
cent trip to Bangor and Brewer.
Several friends from this vicinity
attended the
recent surprise
shower given at Maynard Brown's
for Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin
Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Turner and
children have been in Bluehill re
cently, their youngest daughter
having entered the hospital for a
tonsil operation.
Tlie Boys' and Girls 4-H Clubs,
accompanied by their leaders, at
tended the field day in Union.

COURIER-GAZETTE
went Wednesday to Quincy. wher
he has employment.
Mrs. Herman Young and daugh
ter, Mrs. Mildred Brewster of Vinal
Haven and New York city passed
last weekend with Mrs . Arthur
Richards.
Mrs. Lillian Colby and Donald
Flfield were recent visitors at the
home of Mrs. S. W. Flfield and
Patricia at Oceanville.
Several from here attended the
Inter-Island Sunday School Con
vention held Wednesday at Sun
shine.
Maurice Willard is employed at
Point Lookout Club. Isle au Haut.
The home of William Greenlaw
was slightly damaged by fire Mon
day night when the chimney ig
nited.
The sardine factory opened June
27.
Philip Crockett is in Bangor for
medical treatment.

Get a Genuine General Electric MOW!

---------------- „ 1

VINAL HAVEN & ROCKLAND STBT. CO.
SERVICE TO: VINAL HAVEN. NORTH HAVEN, STONINGTON,
ISLE AU HAUT, SWAN'S ISLAND AND FRENCHBORO

(Subject to change without notice)
(Eastern Standard Time)

SWAN'S ISLAND LINE—STEAMER NORTH IIAVFN
Effective June 20th to September 15th, inclusive
Read Down
Daily Ex- Sunday
Da'lv Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday On'v
A M. P M. A.M.
A.M. PM PM.
4 30 2.15 800 Lv. ROCKLAND,
Ar. 11.55 7 00 5 35
5 49 3.30 9.10 Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
Ar. 10 55 6 00 4 34
6.50 4.40 1020 Lv. STONINGTON,
Ar. 9.50 500 3.25
7 50
11.30 Ar. SWAN’S ISLAND,
Lv. 8.45
2 15
Read Up
VINAL HAVEN LINE—STEAMER VINAL HAVEN
Daily Ex- Sunday
Daily Ex- Sunday
cept Sunday Only
cept Sunday Only
A M. PM. A.M.
A M. PM P M
500 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROC KLAND.
Ar. 9.45 5.30 5.30
6.15 3.30 9.15 Ar. VINAL HAVEN,
Lv. 8.30 4.15 4.15
73tf

Courier-Gazette Want Ads Work Wonders

NORTH CUSHING
Mrs. Sarah F. Dolham of War
ren passed Sunday night with her
aunt Mrs L. P. Cummings Monday
in company with Mrs. Cummings
and Mrs. Bates she called at the
McCarter homestead. Mrs. Dolham
is a namesake of the late Mrs. Mc
Carter but it is her first visit there
in several years.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mitchell of
Rockland were supper guests Friday
of Mr. and Mrs. Lyman Bates. Other
yin of Mrs. Bates who have called
recently are Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Dolham of Warren and Mr and Mrs.
Roscoe Marshall of East Friendship.

Land

OLD GOLD
AND SILVER

Clarence E. Daniel*
JEWELER
ROCKLAND

PLAY

and

SUNSHINE......................

Enjoy the vacation of your life in this vacation paradise where the pine-scented air it
alwuvs frchlAuid cool, A 5000-acre private estate for your pleasure — an lft-hole private
golf course at your front door—plenty of clay tennis courts—well-schooled saddle horses
ami endless miles of inviting bridle |»utlis — invigoruting bathing and sunny, sandy
beaches. Two delightful hotels, Poland Spring House mid Mansion House open May to
November for 113r<l season. Write for illuatruled booklet !•

WE BUY

370 MAIN ST.

at

Box C8

POIWB SPIKING SPA .

PIII.AMl NUKING, MAINE

NEWS OF THE DAY
—AT—

In Everybody’s Column

DFRSonALira in R1U5

Advertisements ln this column not
to exceed three lines Inserted once for
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for one
time 10 cents for three times. Six
small words to a line.

Building A Song House ——

* LOST AND FOUND J

I ■*

CAMDEN
As collected by our correspondent. Alton
II. Crone, who is also The Courier-Gazette’s
authorized business agent in that town.
Office phone 501; residence phone 2139.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Terry and
children of Fall River. Mass., are
occupying the J Crosby Hobbs
apartment on Chestnut street.
Miss Persis Wilscn of Boston
spent the weekend with her sisters
Misses Bertha and Dorothy Wilson.
William Harms of thc Curtis In
stitute of Music is in this section
.. .
j
for th summer. He has opened his
_ ,
.
home m Rockport.

Every-Other-Day
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P-geSk Krrr

Wednesday for her home in Eng- 1
land.
The annual Kncx County OES.
Field Day will be held at Penobscot
View Orange hall, Aug. 9. A social '
afternoon with supper at 6 o clock
will be followed by meeting, enter
tainment and dancing.
Mrs. Annie Clark has returned
from Vinal Haven where she visited
I .
.
,
her brother, Arthur Ott. Mr. Ott
J „
J
and Mrs. Nellie Alexander accom■
her here ^turning t0 vinal
j naven Saturday
willlam Harms hafi arriyed frQm
. Pbiiadelphia for the summer.
,
Marston
famih. of
; wjnthrop and
Marston and

FRED E. AHLERT. A.S.C.A.P.

T

A black suitcase of clothing lost
Saturday between 3 and 5 p. m. on
Route No 1 between Dnmarlscot’a and
Thomaston.
Please notify POLICE
BARRACKS at Thomaston.
78-80

REAL ESTATE

Q'SNAPSUOT CUIL
CAMERA AT THE CIRCUS

If you have Real Estate to buy
or sell—city, farm, or shore—or
wish to rent or hire a Home or
Cottage, advertise in this column.
Telephone 770.

1!
WANTED
:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
•t EXPERIENCED
— — — — — — cook and second Ktrl4 forntltEE-room
bungalow ln Rockport
sule Wnh or without 40 acres; low
wanted; mother and daughter pre- ! price Also second-hand stoves bought
ferred Good wages
MRS FRANCIS allll pold tel 1214-M. Rockland. 80-tf
H
BICKFORD. Belfast road.
Tel
SPECIAL: Farm 125 acres land; also
Camden 8415
8O-C2
blueberry fleld; good location; hard
WE take on sale gift-wares, art-goods. : wood and lumber.good buildings, cuts
hand-made rugs, antique glass, pottery, 25 tons hay. good pasture, spring well,
etc EDWIN H CRIE. The Gift Shop ; 6 cows, young horse fully equipped with
79-81 wagons, sleds, mowing machine, rake.
---------------------------------------------------------- 1 plow and -U farming tools, at a very
WOMAN wanted for general house low price. $2,200 Must be sold at once
work FOSS HOUSE 77 Park St 80-tf V F STUDLEY. 283 Main St.. Tel. 1154
or 330.
62-tf
POSITION, as allround cook. H. T.
COMMUNITY Sweet Shop for sale all
70-tf
PERRY. 44 Oay St., city.
equipped, ready for business On Route
1 EXPERIENCED gardener wants full- i 17
Death of proprietor forces sale.
I time or assistant position; can go any- Apply MRS MATIE POWELL. South
79*81
where: references R S. BROWN, care HopI The Courier-Gazette
79*81
FOUR-roont house for sale with four
Rent plan $550. V. F.
25 Tons or hay wanted moved from acres land
72-tf
Bicknell barn. Buttermilk Lane to Car STUDLEY. 283 Main St.
roll's barn. Rockville. O. W. CARROLL.
FOR SALE
Rock: Or____________________
79-81
BLUEBERRY land. 75 acres, near city.
BLUEBERRY larm. 95 acres, plenty
DRESSMAKING, refitting, repairing,
children's dNMM IO make at mienable ! hard wood, fair buildings, $1,800. 3
prices. MRS JASPER RAWLEY 120 miles from city.
TWO of the best farms on No 1
Llmerock St., city
77*82
Highway, near city, one has Improve
, USED upright piano wanted. plain ments. both have plenty of land, wood
I case. TEL. Camden 588
78*80 | and lumber,
ONE house and garage, about 75
IF you are going on a vacation and
can't take mother or auntie with you. acres land, several hundred cord pulp
let them enjoy Rest Haven while you wood, and 5 miles from city. $1,500.
NINE-room house, bath, cellar, gar
are away. Tel 1293. EVA AMES, Urn*rock St
79*81 age: good location, $1,200.
MANY city and village homes, farms
WATCHMAKER -Repairing watches, almost anywhere you wunt. A few cot
clocks, antiques all kinds
Call and tages at low prices.
deliver. S ARTHUR MACOMBER 23
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St . Tel.
Amesbury St . Rockland. Tel 958-J.
1154 or 77 Park St.. Tel 330.
66-tf
66-tf

Mr. and Mrs. H E. McManus of
Boston have returned to their home
after being guests of her parents
Mr. and Mrs. L. A Tiffany.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McNicol and
family of Dorchester. Mass., called
on friends and relatives in Cam family of Auburn are guests of his
den and Rockport this weekend. brother. Charles Marston.
Mrs. McNicol was formerly Miss
Congratulations are extended **
Denzilla Nutt of this town.
Mr. and Mrs. George Crockett (Isa
Miss Julia Clason of Gardiner bel Trask i on their marriage at
spent the weekend with her sister Camden Saturday at 2 p. m. at the ,
Miss Bertha Clason.
I Episcopal Church. Only the immeFred Bartlett. Leroy Weed and djate famjlies weff present t0 wil.
A ferriz-wheel angle shot of your crowd is just one picture opportunity
By Joseph R. Fliesler
Ora Brown are on a fishing trip I ness the ceremony
bride u
among scores you will find at the circus or street carnival. Take the
camera along!
at Moosehead Lake.
j daughter of Fred Trask of Camden 44I17RIT1NG a song is like build
Dr and Mrs. Carmen Pettapiece and Mr
u the ^nial and
TT ing a house." says Fred E.
JHEN you go to the circus or life—family wash strung out be
and son of Portland visited friends popular assistant postmaster. They Ahlert. a.k.i.a.i-.. composer of popu
carnival, by all means go early tween wagons, mending of costumes
lar songs "The plans, or blueprints
in town the Fcurth
»
were attended by Mrs. Mabel Wey of the song house consist of an idea
and take your camera along. There and equipment, feeding and groom
Dr. and Mrs Harry Holt of Brook mouth, sister of the bride and Elmer and tile title. Every idea has a
is endless variety of new, interest ing of work stock. Be friendly, don't
J
line. Mass., his mother Mrs. Isabel I Crockett, brother of the groom
ing snapshot material—and you’ll annoy the circus folk, and they will
mood, whether it be tragic, face
II
actually see more, and enjoy your treat you courteously.
Holt, nephew Edwin Woodfords. j They left immediately on a motor tious. or dramatic. The melody
Pictures of performers and ani
carry the mood of the idea
self more, if there's a camera ln
niece Dorothy Woodfords of Win trip to Canada On their return must
Don't
Know
Why
I
Love
You,
But
through the song. The title em
mals should be obtained dUTing the
your
hand.
I
Do'
was
started
by
Guy
Lombar

chester. Mass., have returned home they will reside with the bride's bodies the idea.
<(••»«**•****«•«■>>■■***••«* *•*31
On the midway, you can picture circus parade, as you may not bo
"It is a combination of ability, do. What performer comes to your
after spending a few days at the father.
18-FT
Knockabout
for
sale
or
rent.
mind
when
you
think
of
my
com

side-show
barkers, flamboyant tent allowed to take your camera inside
FIVE-room apartment to let ALICE
together with intense application,
W L TOMP
Holt cottage. Belfast road.
signs, gaping people who are visit the big tent. The light inside is
that brings out the best in a song position. ’Life Is A Song' or 'Take ' FULLER. 25 Linden St . Tel 106-J 78-tX KINS Friendship.______________ 79*81
My Heart'?”
Mr. and Mrs. William Stover of
SECOND floor apartment to let; oping a circus for the first time, wide- usually too poor for good snapshots
writer.
HORSE mowing machine for sale.
Lately most of composer Ahlert's
oslte J A Jameson store. C A HAM Crawford
Monmouth had as weekend guest
,.___ _______
"Generally, we try to put the
eyed
youngsters munching popcorn except with ultra speed lenses and
Lake
Farm.
P
W
SKAY.
ILTON. 23 Chestnut St.. Tel 986-J 78-tf Union.___________________________ 80*82
title in the first line of the chorus. songs have been written to the
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Thomas of j
------or
quaffing
pink lemonade, gaudy film. But there is ample opportunity
FOUR-room tenement to let; adults
is not a hard and fast rule. lyrics and ideas of Joe Young.
NSW 17'2 ft sail boat for sale,
displays of prizes at amusement outside tb keep the camera busy, and
unly. Inquire 53 *'HDAR ST.
78*80 knockabout
Northeast Harbor.
Result of Open Amateur That
Both
are
directors
of
the
American
design
A
W
HATHORNE
however. Sometimes it goes on the
. .
.
booths, and scores of other amusing you can come away with enough
THREE furnished rooms with toilet; St G?orge or Tel Rockland 286-M 78*80
or on the fourth line, de Society of Composers Authors and
Miss Esther Cooper of Cambridge
good shots to fill several pages in
Handicap At Knox Coun second
4 unfurnished rooms with bath
12
details.
pending
on
where
It
can
be
most
Publishers,
which
licenses
their
RUMMAGE sale, books, dishes, pic
and C. Alvin Jagels of Arlington,
KNOX ST , Tel 156-W.___________78-tf ture*.
rockers, tables, baby carriage,
Wandering about the lot, you an album. Try It just once, and you'll
favorably
emphasized.
When
the
works,
as
well
as
that
of
some
fortyty Golf Club
NINE-room apartment to let in furnace oil burner, hot water heating , will be able to picture interesting never be without your camera when
Mass., were weekend holiday guests .
title is in the chorus in the first f«ur thousand composers and auThomaston cheap. ROSE ROBINSON plant. PEAS LEE S BARN. 88 Summer
of his mother. Mrs. Emily Jagels.
eight bars, we often use the next £or8 throughout the world, to
details of circus equipment, and the circus conies to town.
care
of Milton Robinson, Thomaston
St.
BM3
Johnny Hichborn of the Riverside
75*80
eight bars as a repeat; after that the users of music for public per
John van Guilder
Mr. and Mrs. R. P. Aldrich of
perhaps novel sidelights of circus
POLICE
and
collie
crossed
pupa
for
formance for profit.
FURNISHED apartment of three sale: ready after July 10: priced right.
Lyndonville. Vt., spent the week Golf Club. Portland, and Ed Gas comes a release of eight bars then
Ahlert,
New
York
born,
went
to
'
rooms
to
let.
second
floor,
modern.
A KAJANDER. Bast Warren. Tel. Rock
the concluding eight bars pick up
the College of the City of New
end holiday with Mr. and Mrs. coigne of the Bear Hill. Boston, the strain of the first eight.
Suitable for couple. Garage if desired. land 263-14.
78*80
C
A
EMERY.
28
Pacific
St..
Tel
436-M
York,
studied
law
at
Fordham,
but
Robert Dexter.
CHESTER white pigs for sale at
district, tied at 74. four strokes over
"That is the frame work of one
73-tf
a formal education, the one repre
Angler's Farm. Union. WARREN F
Miss Marion Ross of Augusta is par
lead a fleld Of 37 golfers in I type of song house. There are many sented by his father's wishes, gave
UNFURNISHED apartment with bath STEVENS.
78-80
others, as there are many plahs tor
to
let.
Inquire
12
KNOX
ST,
Tel
guest of her aunt Mrs. Ethel Bur-|
Knox County
Club.s open
MAHOGANY outboard runabout 16 ,
houses. Sometimes the melody is way to his own desires, backed up
156-W.
70-tf
foot for sale Will seat five—16 h.p I
kett.
created as pure melody before the by a sympathetic mother, who sang
FURNISHED apartments to let. of two Johnson— all ln fine condition, speed '
Joseph Sylvester spent the week- j amateur handieap tournament Satidea and title. It then becomes the and played tbe piano and instilled
rooms and bath. $6 week V. F STUD up to 30 miles—demonstration can be '
LEY. Tel 1154 or 330. 283 Main St 69-tf had mu-t be BOld it 1 BM Her*
business of the lyrist to put the in Ahlert his musical nascence. He
end with his parents in Portland.
urday.
musical ^dea into wards and a title, studied with private teachers,
4-ROOM tenement
to let over chance for someone to.. steal a boat.
...
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Cain of I Tn five of the six State amateur
French's barber shop
LAWRENCE J 'vrCtyJ J‘,v(Wr
an
and adapt his lyric to the melody. theory with Alois Somelle. piano,
MILLER.
Rankin
St
.
Tel.
692-M
C6-tf
RINE
EXCHANGE.
Ca
mden.
Me.
78-80
orchestration,
etc.,
under
Franz
tourneys
Hichborn
has
played
so
This collaboration can be between
Rockport are receiving congratula
DELCO home electric light plant. 32
two persons or it can be between j Geisler
ROOMS to let. Apply at 15 GROVE
tions on the birth Sunday of a son far this year, he has been tied for
His professional musical life be ST
66-tf volt. 750 watt; excellent condition.
the two selves of the composer'
TEL
Lincolnville 15-2.__________ 79-81
first
three
times,
has
won
one
touri
at the Community Hospital.
FOUR room apartment to let. all
author if one person writes both gan as an arranger. He has definite
PIO8 for sale, four weeks old CHES
Apply at CAMDEN and
Miss Ida Drapkin of Brookline, nament outright and was second | words and music and the melody theories for vocal arrangements for modern.
ROCKLAND WATER CO . Tel. G34 66-tf TER and CHESTER-BERKSHIRE. Glea
glee clubs, etc., and originated the
happens to come first.
son Hill Farm. Union. Me . Tel. 4-5.
Maas., formerly of the local High in the other. Saturday he won the
vocal formula used by Fred War
78*80
“
Then
comes
the
hard
work,
the
School faculty was in town over the \ toss for ^rst 8r0£S prize in Class A. |
rounding out; submission to a pub ing. For five years he was under
HAY-rack and gear, hay tedder, ma
weekend.
J leaving second gross to Gascoigr.r.
terial to build hay-rack, heavy farm
lisher. the acceptance (let us hope), contract to Irving Aaronson to ar
wagon. 2-lnch steel axle, small lot of
Larry' Bowers of Newark. N. J..
First net in Class A went to R. L.
the orchestrations and arrange range and write original music.
blueberry’ crates, assortment chains.
No talent follows the line of
formerly of the National Park Ser- ; "Spud Murphy of the entertaining ments. 'plugging'; all to sell heredity more directly than the
W Y PIPER. Camden road. Warren
enough
copies
rff
the
song
to
repay
79*81
vice here has returned home after c'ub Wlth 76-12—64. second to Claude composer, author and publisher for talent for music. What his mother
GOOD dry. hard fitted wood for sale.
LAWN mowers sharpened, called for
spending the weekend holiday with Clement of Northport with 80-14-66. the efforts they have put into the passed on to him. Ahlert has passed
FRANK
delivered
Tel 791, CRIE HARD $8.50 cord: mixed wood. $6
on to two of his three sons. Rich and
song house.
WARE Co.. Rockland.
_
C6-tf ERICKSON. Rt 1. Thomaston. Box 70
friends here
In cla&s B- first net winner was
ard is taking a general course in 1 “a GOOD Letter-Reading Send 28c
79*81
“
Like
a
house
too.
the
song
is
Mr. and Mrs. W J. Rich and Atwood Nelson of Augusta with
TRAILER for sale, fully equipped.
generally rented, and the first ten music at the Juiliiard School and Questions answered Helpful indica
Mr and Mrs. Bernard Wilson of 87-23-84; second net went to War- ant usually gives his name to the studies piano and clarinet. Fred,
78*80
tion*. GEORGE JONES. Dixmont Me $250 H M BOWES. Union
80*82 , COW trailer and caterpiller tractor
New York City, will return Wednes- , ren Wallace of Meadowbrook, with i house. Just as no matter how many Jr., twelve years old. has a good I_________________________
LADIES- Reliable hair goods at Rock for Mto. H D CRIE. Tel 83. Thom
times it is re-rented it is always voice and has displayed a talent for
day after spending ten days at the : 88-20 68; third to Frank Preti o.
78*80
land Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mail orders aston.
known as the 'Blank House' or the dance. Arnold, a graduate of solicited
H C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J
Rich summer home at Richmont. < Portland, with 84-lo 69, and
GAS stove and Franklin stove for
whatever may have been the name Ohio University, has displayed a
G6-tf sale,
also other household furnishings
flair for humor and is writing radio
Mrs. Albert Young and daughter fourth to William Lowell of Meadcw- of its first occupant.
78-80
ROCKLAND Radiator Works. 70 Park 26 CLARENDON ST
continuity
"In
that
wav.
my
song
'Where
St. Is your radiator heating or leaking?
Ruth were guests Monday of Mr Brook with 88-19 69. The two latSECOND-hand mowing machine for >
Papa
Ahlert
is
now
at
work
on
The
Blue
Of
The
Night
Meets
The
We
specialize
on
auto
radiators
only;
6 ft.; also new ones and horse !
and Mrs. Lou Upham in Rockport. ter prizes were decided by lot. Gold Of The Day’ is always accom his first operetta, a modern roman new and used radiators; all work sale.
rakes: 12 good used autos. TOWI.ES
guaranteed; open evenings.
78*80 GARAGE. Appleton.
78*80
William Hobbs of Boston is spend Gross winner in Class B. was A W. panied by the name of Bing Cros tic satire, lyrics by Joe Young.
THE •Naiad." 40-ft. cabin cruiser
by; 'Mean To Me' suggests Helen Production is expected probably in
1930 MODEL A Ford truck for sale.
ing the weekend with his parents McCarthy of Knox County with 83.
dual wheels, good condition: $50 CHESMorgan and Kate Smith; ‘I’ll Get the fall, by Alex Yokel, producer of £°r
C. W. "Bill" Lovejoy of Augusta,
Mr. and Mrs. J. Ciosby Hobbs.
Stc oI TER WOTTON. Green St . Thomaston.
By’, Rudy Vallee and Harry Rich "Three Men On A Horse", etc. Tel. 1007-W. 23 Sea
St. Place. Rockland !
with
77-9
—
68,
won
the
special
prize
78*80
Miss Helen Stone is chaperoning
man; 'I’m Gonna Sit Right Down This will be Yokel's first musical
78-80
VI7HETHER the rooster or the through July 1, except Saturdays,
„
,,
.
,
.
.
_
,
TWO
fresh
In
milk
Guernseys
for
sale.
fcr
the
best
gross
for
players
handi

venture.
And
Write
Myself
A
Letter
’
,
Fats
six young ladies at the Packard Cot
IF you like to draw, sketch or paint tj,ree and four years old. Reg sires,
’ ’ alarm clock awakens them, three Sundays and May 30th. Operating on
Waller and Benny Goodman - ’Walk They’re building the operetta the
write for Talent Test (no feeb Give Prlce reasonable. Tel. 292-R. ROSE :
tage at Coleman’s Pond this week capped at nine or more not on the ing My Baby Back Home'. Harry
age and occupation.
F care Courier- HILL pARM Ow! Head.
76*81
hundred
housewives will Indeed be city gas or with kerosene or bottled
way
they
would
a
song
or
a
house
gas, correct cooling at al! times Is
Gazette.
75*80 1 --------------- ----------------------------------------Th2 young ladies include Miss Ber regular prize list. Joe Williams of
Richman and Walter Winchell. ‘I on an idea and plans.
fortunate
when they each win their
HEAVY, dry. soft wood for sale, fitted i
assured, whether In town or country.
MEN old at 40! Get renewed strength slab*. $3 50 cord; del. for $2. TEL. War
tha Packard. Frances Dearborn. Augusta, with 76-6—70, won the first
brand new refrigerator in the thirty Details of tbe program may be ob
New Ostrex Tonic Tablets contain raw ren 3-13.
76*81
|
special
net
prize
for
players
handi

Phyli s Arnold. Constance Bowden.
oyster lnvlgorators and other stimul
P&G White Naphtha-Servel Electro tained from local dealers or on “The
An Invitation
Roger Sorrent. Knox County,
ants Value $1.25, Introductory price
THREE second-hand refrigerators; ,
Lucille Colson, of this place and capped at seven or under. Second
lux
contests offering 10 refrigera Guiding Light’’ radio broadcast 3:45
$1
Call,
write
C.
H.
MOORE
A
CO
.
|
three
pianos;
one
player
piano;
nine
,
If
you
are
taking
a
vacation.
83-14—63.
Rockland.
79*90 oak buffets; four combination writing i tors dally, and running from May 20
Miss P.uth Stone of North Haven. net in the category went to Steve
P.M. EST Mondays through Fridays.
Why
not
take
it
up
in
Maine,
I
desk
and
bookcases;
25
round
and
Joe
W.lliams.
Augusta.
76-6
—
70.
_________
... ...... wdesk;
_ two
Mr. ar.fi M.s. James Smith of Koske of Northport in a draw with
i square
tables; _
one typewriter
Steve Koske. Northport. 78-7—71. Where the air is sweet and spicy
NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
, roll top desks; 100 stands of all kinds;
Skowhegan are guests of Mr. and Ray Lemieux and George West, both
WHEREAS Fannie Donovan of Rock- »» chairs and rockers Trade In your
Ray Lemieux. Waterville. 78-7—71. From each tree and shrub and vine;
of
Waterville.
West.
Lemieux
and
-.1-. «fu
---Mrs. Robert Smith.
land. Knox County. Maine, by her deed ?li,
Ln-{tu*1--------------rie«iAOr n°W V. F. STUDLEY.
George West. Waterville. 78-7—71 And you drink in all the beauties of
72-tf |
mortgage dated the nineteenth day INL.. lei. 1154.
Mr. and Mrs. Jame. Ir.graham Koske had identical scores. 78-7—71.
■
Felix Salmond, Knox County. In this healthful, rugged clime?? I cf August. A D. 1932 and recordtd In
The
special
prize
for
Knox
County
of Bo.aoi were holitity visitors at
i the Registry of Deeds for said Knox ’
golfers went to Homer Robinson, 83- 11—72.
County. Book 226 page 423. conveyed
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Mo-rows.
Why not plan a grand vacation.
to Rockland Loan and Building As
Bill Viles. Augusta, 78-6—72.
sociation. a corporation then duly or
Miss Marie Twohig of Boston is 80-11—69, in a toss with William
Why not plan to come to Maine?
W
E.
Bowe,
Knox
County,
86-14
ganized and existing, the following
spending the month cf July at the Glendenning, 81-12—69. Special
You
may
journey
here
by
boat.
described real estate situate in said
—72.
award
to
the
left
handers
went
to
,
Rockland, together with buildings
home of Mrs. Frank Wilbur.
* thereon:
Bob Prest, Meadowbrook. 86-14 You may come by bus or plane;
NEW cottage to let. 6 rooms, bath. ,
Mrs. Donald Rollins entertained Roger Sorrent. Knox County Club.
You
will
find
that
you
are
richer
BEGINNING
on the south
side
I
“7----- .’ T'-T ""
------- J—
7 of a ' garage, boat. Beautifully situated on 1
Only man in the field to birdie the —72.
contemplated way leading out of Main , shore Reasonable. COVALT. Glenmere.
If you journey into Maine.”
at a party Thursday evening in
: street and at a point eighty nine feet
76*31 1
Jud Flanagan. Knox County, 89-6
—By A. L. W.
from Main street;
-—.
honor of Mi.. Florence Stinchfield hole was Kcske. Gasgoigne posted J —74.
THENCE
southerly
by
land
of
W
E
COTTAGE
for
sale
at
Spruce
Head.
—From the Boston Globe.
of Wayne. Among those present the only par 35; it came after he
Ingraham (now of one Knight) eighty
furnished, garage, spring and well,
John Hichborn. Riverside, 74-9
four and one tenths feet (84 1) to stake R HAMMOND, 8 Llmerock St.. Camwere Mis., Lucy Dickens, Miss Jean had used 39 strokes going out Next —74.
and
stones;
j
den,
Tel. 601._____________________ 80-88
THENCE
line
nette Erook1. Miss Nancy Hobbs best nine hole stretch was Lemieux's
....------- easterly parallel with
. ..............
.. .| COTTAGE to let. at Holiday Beach
MICKIE SAYS—
Charles Davis, Meadowbrook.
[
incoming
26;
his
outgoing
nine
hole
of
contemplated
street
or
way
seventy
for
month
of July, by day. week or
and Miss Mary Bryant.
(70) feet to land (then) lately sold to 1 month; spring water, -•
•
87- 12—75.
lights,
conventotal
was
42,
due
to
his
19
on
the
F
W
Eastman;
Mr and Mrs. Marcus B. Taylor
. lenc^; front row, nice location.
115
Wesley Marco, Bath, 83-8—75.
THENCE northerly on the western , park ST.
79-tf
eighth.
'
of Norwood, Pa . are guests of Mr.
line of the Eastman lot eighty four — ' ■
-■—■■■
S.
G.
Bryant,
Wawenock,
88-12
Knox County's course, in spite of
and one tenths (841) feet to line of I TWO cottages for sale or rent by
and Mrs Clarence Taylor for the
contemplated street or way;
week or season. Crawford Lake Farm.
the heavy rain Friday, was in grand —76.
THENCE westerly by said street or , p
SKAY, Union.______________ 80*82
summer.
Roy Moore, Waterville. 84-7—77.
shape.
The
greens
putted
beauti

wav
seventy
(70)
feet
to
first
bound8-ROOM house to let for season All
Michele Mastro of Rockland,
being lot number 59 on plan of the 1 modern, furnished, artesian well. Ice
Art Flanagan. Knox County, 77-9
Henry Ingrahan estate as drawn by O | included On Route 17
Apply MRS
Mass., is guest at the Taylor home. fully and the afternoon was per —77.
H Tripp, and being the same premises MATIE POWELL. South Hope
fect for golf.
79*81
conveyed
to Martha H Ganue by the
Ed
Burnard.
Riverside.
93-14
—
79.
FOR
rent
at
Coopers
Beach
anytime
The summaries;
City of Rockland by deed dated June
between July 1-21 Rev B P Browne s
ROCKPORT
A D. 1902
Dr. W. B Adams. Knox County.
Class A—(0-14)
AND WHEREAS said Rockland Loan cottage. Apply at MRS. RYDER's. 36
90-11
—
79.
80-82
and Building Association by its deed Masonic St.
R L. Murphy, Knox County,
Mr: Jcsiali Allen and son of
of assignment assigned the above
Willy Dusty, Waterville, 82-0—82.
FIVE-room. w$ll furnished house to
76-12
—
64.
mortgage, and the debt thereby secured, let suitable for ummer cottage, on
Chappaque. N. Y.. arrived Saturday
Dudley Tyson. Augusta, no card.
on the eighteenth day of November. A Spru e Head Isb*ud. connected by
Claude Clements, Northport, 80-14
and will occupy the Ralph Wilson
D. 1937 and which assignment Is re bridge wi h malnl nd; very accessible,
Class B 115-24)
—
66.
corded in said Registry of Deeds. Book near hotei and salt water; 5 acres
house on West street for two
Atwood Nelson, Augusta. 87-23
240. page 91. to us the undersigned wooded land; orchard; rent reasonable.
C. W Lovejoy. Augusta. 77-9—68.
months.
Ldna J Hnrvey and Olive L Hickman TEL Rockland 851-13.
56-tf
—64.
AND WHEREAS the condition of said
Ed Gascoigne. Bear Mill. Mass.,
Donald Tolman and family have
mortgage has been broken;
Warren
Wallace,
Meadowbrook.
Now therefore, by reason of thc
moved from West Rockport to the 74-5—69.
88- 20—68.
breach of condition thereof we claim ,
William Glendenning. Knox Coun
Fogg house on Mechanic street.
a foreclosure of said mortgage,
A.
W.
McCarty,
Knox
County,
An Ad. hi These
i Dited this twenty second day of
Mrs. Edgar Shibics is visiting at ty, 81-12—69.
84- 15—69.
HYDE PARK, N. Y.—President Roosevelt receives check of
June. A. D. 1933.
Homer
Robinson,
Knox
County.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Lester
Edna J. Harvey.
$1,010,000 from Keith Morgan, chairman of the committee for the
Frank Preti, Portland. 84-15—69.
Columns
Will
Sell
Olive
L.
Hickman.
celebration of the President's Birthday as proceeds of record31iibles after spending the winter 80-11—69.
William Lowell, Meadowbrook.
77-t-83
breaking campaign in which over 8,000 communities participated.
Saul Gilbcr. Riverside. 79-1C—69.
in Deland, Fla . in company with
Anything
From
a
88-19—69.
The President in turn gave the check to Basil O’Connor, president
Mr. and Mrs Mark Stiles.
of the new National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis which be
L. E. McRae, Knox County, 87-15
Mr and Mrs. Benjamin L. Green
gins at once a national fight against the disease. President Roose
Needle to an Anchor
-*12.
velt in receiving the check thanked the thousands of chairmen and
law and son Edward were guests
BUILDING MOVING
Don Smith. Waterville, 88-15—73.
committee members and all who did their part in making the cam
What
Do
You
Wanl
over thc Fourth of his sisters. Mrs. “None too large; None too small”
CALL
Ray White. Waterville. 99-20—79.
paign a success.
If
you
think
there
is
—
try
Effie Salisbury and Mrs. E. A.
In the picture are, left to right: George E. Allen, Nicholas M.
Walter Morse, Portland. 105-24
HAVENER’S ICE CO
to Sell ?
Schenck, Basil O’Connor, Averell Harriman, Dr. Leroy Hubbard,
Champney.
OLD BEN PAUL
—81.
Tel. 792
Clay Williams, Keith Morgan, chairman of the Birthday Celebration
Miss Violet Straker. who has been ROCKPORT, TEL. CAMDEN 8C:i
John McLoon, Knox County, no
Committee. President-Roosevelt, seated in center of group, is ac
55*56tf
77-82 card.
guest of Miss Ann Townsend left ____
cepting the cheek from Mr. Morgan.

;

TO LET

j

FOR SALE

Were Tied At 74

On Farm or in City They’re Winners

! MISCELLANEOUS I

OVER MILLION DOLLARS TO

Summer Cottage$ ;

For "ICE” Service

FIGHT INFANTILE PARALYSIS
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Mr. and Mrs. Horace Demmons
and Miss Annie Beck of Dorchester,
Mass., were weekend guests of Mrs.
Fannie Moore, who is spending the
summer with her brother, Pearl
Fiske, Ingraham Hill.

By Pauline Ricker
Rockland Breakwater, July 3—
The Misses Letitia and Frances
Pearson of Brooklyn entertained at
While the Eaetory Ih’iiinimlnilur in tit our Store
cocktails this noon at the cottage
Wyndy Haugh. Their guests in
cluded Mrs. Victor B. Woolley,
Wilmington, Delaware; Mr. and
Mrs. J. Scott Fowler. Mrs. Andrew
McBurney, Mr. and Mrs. William
Collins, Dr. and Mrs. Joseph Beardwood, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Anderson,
Mr. and Mrs. W R. Goldsborough,
and Mr .and Mrs. William Steele
3rd of Philadelphia.
•• ••
Miss Suzanne Steele and James
Cahan were the winners of the
lucky number dance last night.
• • • •
Arrivals include Mr. and Mrs. A.
Regularly $79.95
C. Pieper, N. Y.; Charles Eisenlohr,
Phila; Mr. and Mrs. John Raven,
New Brunswick. N. J.; Mr. and
1 Mrs. Edward W. Wheeler, BrunsSpeeial J
j wick; Mr. and Mrs. Stuart Buck,
j Rydal Penn'.; Mr. and Mrs. Lester
at
, C. Gunther, Miss Jeanne Gunther,
Montclair.
Uncle Ned’s Variety Shows
• • • •
Terms as low as $3.63 monthly
Will Be Given Wednes July 4—Judge Victor B. Woolley
and Mrs. Woolley of Wilmington,
day Night Only
Del., entertained Misses Letitia
Uncle Ned well known over the and Frances Pearson of Brooklyn
1 at dinner last night. Entered in
For the next two weeks a demonstrator
air for the past two years brings
I yesterday's knickers Tournament
to the Park Theatre Wednesday
direct from the factory will he at our
were Miss Frances Pearson. E. H.
only, some of his outstanding boys
store showing this beautiful new EASY
j Caldwell, Brooklyn; Dr. Joseph
and girls who have appeared with
I l oner.
I Beardwood; Mr. and Mrs J. Scott
him both on his program and many
Fowler;
Mrs.
Andrew
McBurney;
of the leading theatres of New Eng
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew McBurney,
During the above period we offer a SI5 special reduction from the regular selling
land.
Jr.; Frank McBurney, Mrs. William
price of $79.95 which means that you get this line Ironer for only $64.95.
Harry Jordan well known for his
Collins; Robert Collins; Mr. and
impressions of birds of the forest,
Mrs. Stuart Buck; Earle Ander
This is the most outstanding value we have ever had. Features of the Ironer include
and whistling, is known over the
son; Mr. ar.d Mrs. W. R. Golds
a new-type chromium-plated shoe with curved lip to make easy ironing possible; sep
air as the human nightingale.
borough; Joseph Steele; Miss Eliza
The Dancing Kennedys. boy and
arate automatic temperature control for each end of the healing shoe; instant action
beth Steele; Mr. and Mrs. William
girl dancing act is one of the finest
of controls, with both linger and knee control; rollstop lever for extra drying; two
Steele 3rd and Mr. and Mrs. Frank
ever presented to the theatre going
extension shelves for completed garments; 100 lb. adjustable pressure; irons 2500
Sayre
public. The only tap dancing team
• • • •
square inches a minute.
that dares to feature Poet and
The Samoset team won the first
Peasant Overture in perfect tap
ball
game of the season Sunday
and rhythm.
DEMONSTRATION EVERY DAY AT OUR LOCAL STORE
Mr.
and Mrs. Sheridan Scott en
Jimmy Hussen, impersonator of
tertained
at
cocktails,
guests
and
OR
PHONE AND HAVE IT DEMONSTRATED IN YOUR HOME
stage, brings to the microphone
cottagers
Sunday
night.
Following
such singing stars, as Rudy Valee,
Bing Crosby, Morton Downey, and the evening program there was an
character impressions of all of the informal dance.
• • • •
»
outstanding radio and screen stars.
Arrivals
include
Dr
George
Rouse,
Miss Marie Woods, known as the
Jr..
Ridley
Park;
R.
P.
Cesty,
Ard
Sophie Tucker of New England
went directly from the Uncle Ned more; Mr. and Mrs. R R. Eyerly,
POWERxCOMPANY
broadcasts to Major Bowes in New Bloomsburg, Penn., and Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Raynes, Portland.
York city. %
80-81
The show offers forty minutes of
beauty parlor recently vacated by
fast moving entertainment.
Uncle Ned appears as Master of Miss K. Waterman.
SCHOOL FOR CHAMPS
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman of Appleton
Ceremonies. No advance in prices.
called
on
friends
here
recently.
On the screen will be shown Robert
Sports stories In American Boy
Mr. and Mrs. A. E Ames recently
Wilcox and Dorthea Kent in
Magazine Help Best of Athletes
attended the Legion Convention in
RATES'
"Young Fugitives.”—adv.
Waterville and called on relatives
Jmjit ’$••$»$»
Many famous athletes in all
to Your hotel in BOSTON
at Oakland.
sports credit much of their success
0>ut>l«h«-4>MW
UNION
to playing tips and suggestions re- j
Ml *OOMJ WITH IAT1
500 Rooms
ceived from sports articles carried
SOUTH WARREN
Miss Mabel Crawford of Warren
*«<Uy
in The American Boy Magazine.
is guest of Mrs. Laura Daniels.
Good Will Grange Sewing Circle
Virtually every issue of The
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames visited
RADIO
and invited guests were entertained American Boy offers advice from a
5ERVID0R
friends Wednesday in Rockland.
Wednesday at the home of Mrs O. coach or player. Football, basket
TUB ’•»SHOWER
Rev. and Mrs. B. H. Tilton of
B. Libby. Covered dish dinner was ball. baseball, track, tennis, in fact
Westbrook w-ere dinner guests
MANGER.
Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. W. J. served in the creamery to 30. The every major sport is covered in fic
next
meeting
will
be
July
14
at
the
tion
and
articles.
Bryant and Mrs. Mary Clark. The
« NORTH STATION
This is just one feature of The i
Tiltons are on their wedding trip hall.
•< STEPTRAIN'
ROOM'
Howard, young son of Mr. and American Boy Magazine. Adven
to Canada.
ture, exploration, sports, humor,
Mrs.
Charles
Maxey
was
one
of
the
Mrs. Ethel Griffin has returned
flying, science, detecting, animals,
from a three weeks' visit with rela entrants in the Soap Box Derby.
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil is guest of are well represented in stirring
tives in Massachusetts.
stories.
her
sister Mrs. L. R. Bucklin.
Mrs. Cora Mank of Waldoboro
The American Boy seils on all
Members of the B. H. Club en
visited friends here Thursday.
newsstands at 15c a copy. Sub
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hisler of joyed supper last Tuesday at Rock scription prices are $1.50 for one
Warren were guests Sunday of W. J. ledge Inn Spruce Head, afterward year or $300 for three years. To
ONLY CIRCUS COMING THIS YEAR
attending the Rockland theatre.
Bryant.
subscribe simply send your name,
Mrs. Walter Delano and infant address and remittance to The
The band stand on the Common
has been newly painted greatly im daughter Cynthia returned last American Boy, 7430 Second Blvd..
Tuesday from Knox Hospital.
proving its appearance
Detroit, Mich.—adv.
79*81
Mr. and Mrs. Justin Ames attend
ed the funeral services Thursday
for Fred Blanchard in Warren.
WEDNESDAY, ONE DAY ONLY
" -.1 '!!!■!';! ?''
Holman Robbins is assisting in J.
C. Creighton Co.'s store. Mrs. Cora
McFarland who has been there for
several months has taken over the

Thursday-Friday Saturday, July 7-8-9

SUMMER VISITORS

Mrs. Angie Ballou of Allston,
Occasionally one hears the re Mass., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
mark: “I did not see anything in
Adelaide Butman, for the summer.
The Courier-Gazette about my
guests. The impossibility of ob
Opportunity Class of the First
taining the names of all sum
Baptist Church will meet Thursday
mer visitors who come to Rock
land in July and August is mani
night, with Mrs. Lillian Joyce, Wil
fest. The paper desires to note
low street.
such arrivals (the guests them
selves look for it), and to this
Albert H. Newbert Association will
end asks its readers to send in i meet Friday with Mr. and Mrs.
such items, eitner directly to the
office, or to the society reporter, I George St. Clair, Crescent Beach.
Margery Mills, the popular
Mrs. Leola Noyes, whose tele
Assisting hostesses will be Mrs. Leo
phone number is 873-R. Social
Howard, Mrs. Raymond Watts and broadcaster of the Boston Herald
events as well as arrivals and de
staff, occupied her cottage at Holi
Mrs. Eugene Frost.
partures are earnestly desired.
day Beach over the weekend.
Mrs. Fred A . Parker of North
Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Keene
Mr. and Mrs. E. L Brown go this Cambridge, Mass., is occupying her
week to Boothbay Harbor where Mr. cottage at Cooper's Beach, and has of Somerville, Mass. are guests of
S. Young.
Brown will be associated with the as a guest, Mrs. Carrie Hall of Bos Mr. and Mrs. Freeman
_____
Cross Art School, conducting out ton. Mr. Parker was here over the
Walter Mills and family of Needdoor classes in oil and water colors. holiday.
ham. Mass, are occupying one of O.
John Chisholm, who has been re S. Duncan's cottages at Holiday
Rev. Harry Leach and family are
Beach for the summer.
occupying a cottage at Pleasant ceiving treatment at the Togus hos
pital,
has
been
transferred
to
a
Beach, where they have spent the
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Pietroski and
sanitarium in Rutland, Mass.
past seven seasons.
Thomas Pietraski came from Boston
Prof. Wilbert Snow and family to spend the weekend and holiday.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver L. Hall of
of
Middletown, Conn, are at their
Augusta were guests of J. C. Perry
Miss Madeline Rawley is home
summer home, Spruce Head.
yesterday
from Boston to spend her annual
Ralph K. Porter and family of vacation.
Randall Dyer is a surgical patient
Haverhill, Mass., are guests at 462
at Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Tyler Bird of Bos
Old County road. Miss Betty Porter
ton were in the city over the week
will remain for the summer.
Mr. and Mrs. Shiney Hurd and
end. They came here to attend the
daughter Jean and friends of Phil
Capt. David L. Haskell who has funeral of Mrs. Bird's mother.
adelphia are occupying the Van been at the Togus Hospital for the
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Howard of
Roden cottage at Ash Point.
treatment of a carbuncle, is now at
____ • *
j New York are guests this week of
his Ingraham Hill home.
Mr and Mrs. H. B. Fales, before go
Mr. and Mrs. Merton C. Barstow
and family of Reading, Mass., are
Robert G. Dunton of Winthrop, ing to Crescent Beach for their
guests of Mr. and Mrs. George W. Mass., was the holiday guest at summer’s stay.
Roberts, at their farm in South Mrs. Robert Magune’s North Main
Miss Lucy Rhodes, who has been
Thomaston.
street.
occupying apartments at the E. H.
Mrs. Alice Fish and Mrs. Agnes Crie residence, Summer street, has
Mr. and Mrs. Irving C. Austin
and family of Reading, Mass., are Fish have left Rest Haven, where reopened her home on Cedar street.
occupying the Johnson cottage at they have been stopping for a few
Mr. and Mrs. Guy M. Johnson had
weeks, and returned to their apart
Pleasant Bea-'h for the summer.
as holiday guests Mr. and Mrs. Roy
ment at The Lauriette.
Johnson and Mr. and Mrs. Herbert
Mrs. Francis Saville and daugh
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Duncan Witham of North Berwick, and Mr.
ter Barbara of Waterville came Fri
day to spend two weeks with Mrs. and daughter Joan of Portland, and Mrs. Byron Witham and chil
were weekend and holiday, guests dren of Waldoboro.
Aletha Munro.
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar S. Duncan,
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Scholze and
Dr. and Mrs. L. E. Cole and at Holiday Beach.
daughters Gretchen and Natalie of
andsons Billy and Cole Walters of
Mr. and Mrs. Wollaston Weeks of New Milford, Conn., and Miss Kathjincy, Mass., were guests at the
ime of Mrs. G. H. Blethen for the Damariscotta were in the city lyn Crane of New York City, were
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Sunday
iliday.
Kennedy Crane. Today they are
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Reed (Au attending the wedding of Kennedy
Jrs Helen Fales and Mrs. Laura
les of Belmont. Mass., are spend- gusta Shermant of Belmont, Mass., Crane. Jr. and Miss Henrietta Page
are at Spruce Head, where Mr. Reed in Skowhegan.
; the summer at The Lauriette.
is planning to erect a cottage.
Anderson Camp Auxiliary will
Irs. Maude Hallowell has returned
Miss Enah Orff of Lawrence, have a beano party Wednesday
m a month's visit in Brooklyn
ere she visited her aunts, Mrs. Mass, was a recent visitor in the night at G.A.R. hall.
rsey Eddinton and Mrs. Malcolm city.
Chief Russell and members of
bon. She also was the guest
Harry- Robishaw of Roxbury, the department are deeply grateful
Mrs. Charles Wilson in Stanford,
Mass., is the guest of his parents, to the many Rockland firms and
Mr. and [Mrs. Raymond Robishaw, individuals who donated food to
ward feeding the throng of veteran
Mr. and Mrs. Richard W. Butt- Columbia avenue.
firemen here for the muster.
ner had as guests during the con
Mrs. Evelyn Day of Portland was
vention of Woman’s Clubs, Mrs.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
Robert Wass, Mrs. Elmer Stevens. in the city Saturday.
hold the fourth public beano party
Miss Phyllis Bryant and Mrs.
Clarence Robishaw has returned of a series, Thursday at 2 o'clock,
Amanda Blackwood of Jonesport.
from Littleton where he was em at G AR. hall.
Mrs. Sumner Perry entertained ployed.
DOBSON-THISTLE
T. and E. Club members at sewing
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Elsmore of
and luncheon.
Medfield, Mass, have been guests of
Miss Evelyn Louise Thistle of
Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Drinkwater at Norwell, Mass., daughter of Mrs.
Miss Joanne Vinal of Thomaston,
Earl J. Haskell of Rockland, and
is the guest of her aunt, Mrs. Fan Rockledge Inn, Spruce Head
George Wilson Dobson of Cohasset,
nie Bickmore.
Mrs. Percy Merrifield of Somer
Mass., son of George Dobson, were
Mrs. Annie Thomas of Camden ville, Mass, is at the Cooper's Beach married Sunday afternoon at 4
and Mrs. Josphine Perry of this cottage of her parents Col. and Mrs. o'clock, at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
| city were recent guests of Mr. and I. Leslie Cross. Mr. Merrifield spent Earl J. Haskell, 14 John street. Rev
the weekend and holiday here, and
Mrs W. H. Durham in Belfast.
J. Charles MacDonald reading the '
will return later this month
double ring service.
Members of W I.N. Club dined at
Miss Marie Thistle, sister of the
.Rockledge Inn, Friday, remaining
bride, wearing smoke color crepe de
I' a ter for cards. Mrs. Leland Drinkchine and carrying a bouquet of
water was hostess. Honors went to
pink roses was maid of honor, and
Mrs Vance Norton. Mrs. John M.
Evg, at 8; Sat Mat. 2.30 D.S.T. | Roland Dobson of Cohasset, brother
Richardson and Mrs. Carl Freeman.
' of the bridegroom, was best man.
ALL THIS WEEK—MAT. SAT. j The bride was gowned ln white silk, 1
Guests at the home of Mr. and
The Laughing Success of the
with white accessories and had a ,
Century
Mrs. Richard Buttner, Ingraham
I corsage of white peonies. Mrs. Has- j
Hill, over the weekend and holiday
“ROOM SERVICE”
’ kell wore black and white silk.
\<ere Dr. and Mrs. F. D. Buttner
Funnier than
Mrs. Dobson attended the Rock- |
of Roslindale, Mass.
"Three Men On a Horse"
land
schools and for the past three
All Scats 50c and $1 (plus tax)
years
has been employed in Mas
Corner Club met for cards Fri
WEEK STARTING MONDAY,
sachusetts. Mr. Dobson was edu
day. with Mrs. Choris Jenkins. First
JULY 11
cated in Massachusetts schools and
honors went to Mrs. I. J. Shuman
Noel Coward's
is employed as a plumber.
and second to Mrs. Adelaide But
The ceremony was under an arch
man.
way of ferns, peonies and roses, and
was followed by an informal rcc'”’Miss Mina Jenkins of Portland.
tion. at which the wedding cake
• pent the weekend holiday with her
made by Mrs. Marion Huntley, was
mother. Mrs. Choris Jenkins.
distributed. Tire couple departed
on a brief wedding trip, and will be
Kenneth Foley of Winterport, was
at home at Cohasset. Mrs. Dobson
a recent guest of Mr. and Mrs.
wore a blue travelling suit.
Thomas Foley.
Out of town guests were Mrs.
ANNIVERSARY WEEK, JULY 18 i Johnson Anderson and Miss Regina
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hart of Bath
503th Production
Mrs. Cheever Ames, Millard Rowe
Jones of Roxbury. Mass., Mrs. Fred |
and Mrs. Delia York, have returned
Herrick, Lawrence Herrick, Mrs.
“TOVARICH”
Gtvemcr's Night. Men.. July 18
,rom Swan's Island, where they
Charles Beaulieu and daughter ,
Souvenirs to Ladies
Denise of New Bedford, Mass., Mr.
were called by the death of their
father, Bradford C. Rowe. They
I and Mrs. Miles Haskell and son
DANCE FRIDAY NIGHT
were accompanied by Miss Jean
1 Miles E. Haskell of South Portland,
Music by Fenton Brothers
Tickets 50c (plus tax)
j Chaney Ripley of Matinicus and
nette Hart, Miss June Ames and El
mer Joyce.
Roland Dobson of Cohasset, Mass
t

FRO-JOY

fine

with Automatic Ileal Control

64 .65

Park Theatre

CENTRAleAMAl N E

NO TRAFFIC OR TAXI/

ROCKLAND

THURS.

ON OUR

JULY 7

S BROS.

Wednesday-Thursday

her finest

Triumph

\\l/.

?

AT 8:30

SAVE *15 on lliis
EASY IHOAEIt

You Can

peach

Miss Mary Ann Dodge of Hamil
ton, Mass . is visiting Mr. and Mrs
Warren Parsons, 10 Summer street.

Aa U 1 3 X.

RAINER
MELVYN

* ROBERT

DOUGLAS - YOUNG
Barbara O'NSHf • H; BJWIRNER

Uncle Ned’s
Variety Show

CONGRESS
OF ROUGH
RIDERS,
INDIANS
\
]_

and
COSSACKS

STREET
PARADE
11 A. M.J;

Direct from Station W'ORL
Thc beys and girls you have hi ard over the
air during the past eight months
Forty Minutes of Real Entertainment

ON TI E SCREEN

Robert Wilcox, Dorothea Kent
in

‘YOUNG FUGITIVES”
NOW PLAYING
"WHITE BANNERS"
with
CI.AUD RAINS, FAY BAINTER

THURSDAY

TOM SAWYER’
Phone 89?

Shows—Mat. 2. Evg. 6.45, 8.45.
Continuous Sat. 2.15 to 10.45

||t TlCHMICOto,
Produced by David. O. Selznick

No Advance
in Price
Today—“Swiss Miss” and
Louis-Srhineling Fight

PARK

Reserved and Admission Tickets on Sale Circus Day at
Corner Drug Store, Inc.
THIS DAY AND
DATE ONLY

CHILDREN 25 CENTS
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Important changes in veterans
Hollywood — (Exclusive) — The was "Crime School” are the biggest
compensation
legislation
which
acute shortage of new films caused j Mt of tM screen in a long time . , .
• • • •
will open the door of government
by Gladys St. Clair Heistad
the motion picture studios in this
Despite
those
nasty air reports,
benefits to thousands of widows and
city to re-issue a few old pictues we understand that Lionel BarryLily Pons—the Incomparable Lily ' the time when he lived and com- orphans of World War Veterans
of yesteryear. This idea met with more is feeling fine these days . . .
are announced by Col. B. H
of opera, radio, concert, and mov posed. (E. P Dutton & Co. $2)
instant success with the picture William Powell's illness cost him
• » • *
Stinson, chairman of the Knox
ing pictures—and Andre Krostelgoing public and immediately the 22 pounds, but he's looking healthy
And speaking of Bach—Bethle County Chapter. American Red
studios were forced to re-issue ouce again'
anetz. radio orchestra conductor,
• • • •
were married at the home of the hem. Pa, has only recently pre Cross.
manv more of the famous old pic.................
sented its 31st Bach Festival, and
"Yellow
Jacket
starring Robert
The amended law makes compen
bride in Silve.mine. Conn, on June
we not? that one of the soloists was
turesMontgomery with Lewis Stone is
2. Geraldine Farrar was matron Edward Rhein, whose fine baritone j sation for death not due to service
Most of Rudolph Valentinos pic- a truc stOry of Major Walter Reed's
available to widows and children
of horiur. Mme. Pons announced voice has been heard in Rockport
tures
are playing in the theaters scientific commission to Cuba to
of World War veterans whose ser
her engagement in 1936 She had concerts the past two summers.
today.
They include "The Son of rid it of its yellow fever plague folbeen married in 1925 to Andre when he was here studying with I vice-connected disability was only
the Sheik. "The Sheik." "The Four lowin8 the Spanish-American War.
10 percent. Previously, the Chapter
Mesritz but this marriage was ter- Edith Evans Braun. The review
J
.
. ,
. ,' It presents Bob Montgomery in a
Chairman said, death benefits were
Horsemen,' and Blood and Sand. ,
.
minated by divorce in 1933. In ap- said of Mr. Rhein: "Mr. Rhein's
i dramatic role, one that he enacts
paid in such cases only where the
Even Agnes Ayres, who played op- W|,j1 fervOr and brilliance. Very
plying for the license. Mme. Pons voice was rich and sonorous and he
veteran was 30 percent disabled, or.
posite Valentino, will make a 20- jmje 0( the usual romance. A
said that she was born 33 years proved a distinct addition to the
if there were children in the family.
ago in Draguigan. in the south of personnel."
week personal appearance tour fWell picture. A three Star-Lite
20 percent.
throughout the United States with fdm
France. Mr Kostelanctz, who is
The Bach chorus, with little or
While this applies only to World
3S. was born in St. Petersburg. Rus- r.o publicity except what it has dethese features.
, ••Qoid Diggers in Paris" starring
War veterans' dependents. Col.
That b: illiant film "Farwell to Rudy Vallee with Hugh Herbert.
sia. ar.d conducted opera there be- served by its own merit, has built in
Stinson revealed at the same time
Arms" with Gary Cooper and Helen Rosemary Lane, and Allan Jenkins
fere ccming to this country. This 31 years a tradition of choral singthat a new law increasing the pen
Hayes is being re-played this month is another of those lavish Warner
is his first marriage.
ing devoted to the music of Bach
sions of certain soldiers, sailors and
along with Katharine Hepburns musicals where no expense has been
• • • •
that has had a far-reaching artisnurses who served in the Spanishgreat "Littic Women and that ( <,pared But it lacks some kind of
"Pops" in Symphony Hall con- tic effect. The heart of the festival
American War. the Philippine In
super thriller "King Kong
ia pUnch A two Star-Lite picture.
tir.us to octupv the attention of Is to be found in the work of the
surrection and the China Relief
It's really a grand idea. After
Women in slacks are rapidly losthe musically inclined seeker after chorus, men and women of German
Expedition has just been passed by
all why should a picture be put jng their appeal ln this city. Most
entertainment in Boston. In a re- and Wehh stock, who have given
Congress and signed by President
away forever just because it is, everywhere one goes there are re
cent program a first performance freely of their time that a culRoosevelt. The latter Act provides
dd. There are many old films marks that slacks are on the downof Walter Piston's, score for the ture may be continued. Rehearsals
a $69 monthly pension for veterans
everyone would like to see over grade Walter Pidgeon says "men
ballet, "The Incredible Flutist." with begun in October and November
65 years old who served at least 90
agsin. For instance, how many j do not like to sse mannish-looking
Hans Weiner and his dancers ex- continue weekly throughout six
days and to those who served less
persons do you suppose would like women. They 4ike their women
emplifying the action, proved an months of the year to culminate in
than 90 days and were discharged
to see the late John Gilbert and dressed as women. To all women I
enormous drawing card.
two days of music, and the allefor disability incurred in service.
Great Gaibo make love in The appeal—please, keep your feminine
. . . «
glance of the Bach chorus to its
Under the old law veterans were
Flesh and the Devil."
I voneal and charm."
A New York news item from the traditions has become a devotion,
not eligible for this increased pen
Ak ycur local theater manager I
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